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(INTRODUCTION

ti

_

Thet need for a continuing assessment 'of the progress of education in

British Columbia arises from the great dimands which are now being made on

education. To satisfy these pmands, taxWers re'being asked to furnish far'
.

greater resources for the educational system than ever before, and.much more iss

being requested. It is becoming.increasinglyeclear.that the resources required

cannot be provided unless the greatest care is taken in their allocation andluse.

,

1. '

.For many years, legislators and educatorshave mad4decistons which hay

affected, the course of education in the province and determined the expend titre

of increasingly large sums of money. To this date, ale reason for charigi g

educational policy or investing more money In the school system has been quated, .
.

with lower drop-out figures, a greater variety of course offerings and o herr

such indicators. The underlying assumption has been that the quptity of edu

cation -,what students actually learn - is somehow eelated.to such fact rs.

A

The lack of information, on a province-wide basis, describing whbt is-

being learned in the schools has become a major concern to many peopl within

the educational system. In response to-this general concern,the Department of
-

sI

Education established a Joint Committee ovIAvaluation in the fall of/1974 to

advise the department As the develoRment'of a ldng-term assessment tan in
British Coltabia. About the tame time a team of reseirchers from the University

of Victoria was retained.by the Department to conduct a study in'thle English'

Language Acts. This study was subsequently launched as a survey o the status

of the Language Arts and as a pilot' for future assessment progrAm
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4, Purpose of ASsessment
V

a
. r

'lt has been recognized tliatfor an'essessnient to be maximally effective,
,,.it is necessary -Chat it be desj.gned.to assess the real needs in the province.

. .

4%

...

..

The informatil. .

from the assessment will, be used to provide the public

4

*
.and educators with a better understanding' of the,strengths and: weaknesses of '

.

the public schOol system. It Is intended diet the information resulting from
. .

.

. , the LanpageNtoissessment will beused in the development of curricula,ateboth
0

the provincial and local levels. The results should also indicate directions
". . ,

for teacher qducgation and professional development. In-addition, it is ex-
* .L

ti

petted that educational.research questions will be raised and priorities for

resource allocation indicated. SincJ. many assessment activities are being
, .

attempted forithe first tfme, an additional purpose of the Language Assessment

is to contribute .to the improvement 0 fpture assessments.

COMOOnentS of

The followfng three components of ih assessment programme were identi-

fied.by the Joint ComTittee on Evaluation for the survey:

et

0 1. ',Coals Assessment - 'designed to identify and appraise the desired. .*
. .

learning outcomes of the Engl h Language Arts. Goals extdat in

the field were adbpted'and/or adapted by the Sur4ey Team and new

goals weit developed by team meaers and teacher consultanti.

2. Outkomes Assessment - designed to survey student knowledge and .

sk'lls,as related to the desired learning'outcomes: Tests in 'Reading

at the. Oatie/War 4 level and Wx^itten Compositiomat,the Grade/Year

.8 and 12 level were developed by the SurveY:Team.tipd the teacher
.

c nalkitants. 4*
4.J ,

.

. -4.
. .

. )
3: iscrepancy Analysis - designed, teIdentify the difference be-

ween the desired outcomes and the degree to which 'they are

being met by pupils. This analysis wi41 include au examination of
4,

methodologt9 and instructional materials being employed. While

discrepancies between gobis and perferOlance may be caused by

r.

6

2.
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LTaVarious factors such as 'student and community variabl , the

assessment will focus on the relationship between teaching goals

and teaching approacfies,

this report deals with the results of the Goals Assessment of

the Language Arts.

Organization of the English/Lingmage Arts Assessment'
.:

in the first phase of the Assessment, which was copducted during May

.

and June of 1975, ieacbeCvand school tru ;tees were asked to describe the

A desii ble learning outcomes of the,0English Language Arts. In addition,

teach rs were asked to describe existing methods and materials being ea-

ployed,in their classroom. Questionnaires were prepared for this phase of

. :3 .

the assessment and were'directed at teachers of,Wdargarten and grades 1,
T

3, 7, 8, 11 and 12.- For grades 1, 3 and 7 four questionnaires were pie-
-

pared: Reading, Oral Communication, Written Lentuage and Literature-

Separate questionnaires were prepared for kindergarten and secondary English.

A questionnaire was also prepared and mailed to every school trustee in the
4 ... ..

province. The goals statements in 'the trustees!' questionnaire were adapted
.

from the teacher quistionnaire to ensure clarity oE,Meaning. Development of

the questionnaires.proceeded through seyeralsiages: After.the research ream

had formulated, the overall design "Id Conceptual framework forthe survey,

individual members prepared drafts of questiOnnalre; in their own-area df
.

. .

expertise. These drafts were reviewed by theentire team and rewritten. A

subsequent draft was examined by the management committee and rr.review commit-
. . .

tee comprised of academics and teachers In the fielA: At this time also, 'v"

pilot study using the Anstruments.was conducted in the SookO,School Distiict.

i,n addition, members' of the Technical Advisory Committees made Suggestions for

change. Al information from eheabove.spurces,was used in.the final draft of

1
. .

thb queitio nacre.
-4 .

'

In the second phase of the study, conducted,in'January, 1976,pupiL

pertormance in-selected areasot.the Language Arts programme was assessed.

The areas chosen were Reading at Oride/Year 4 and Written Expressiop'at

4..
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at Grade /tear 8 and 12:

le

- 4.

Results from the first and second phases will be combined to identify

discrepancies-between the desired outcomes in Reading and Written Composition

(and the level of pupil performance. Many factors may affect pupil performance.

One of the most important .of the.se is the nature of the student. In- .

forMation on methodsand materials provided by ae teachers will be used in

an efforts to identify some of the reasons why any discrepancies exist. In

areas other than reading And written composition, only therelationship be-

. tween desired outcomes and instructional practice will be examined.

The following is a breakdown of the questionnaires sent and returned

bylt grade. .

'

N.

Kindergarten
#

Grade l'

Grade 3
.'

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 11

Grade 12

TOTAL

.

4

,

Number sent Returned Complete

o.

% Completion

765

2016

2010

2609

936

397

305

-

663

1756

. 1695

(3.767

810

350

274

(

,
.

4

"

87%

86%

84%

-68%

7%
88% .

90%

9038 J 731540 81%

The entire population of kindergarten teachem was mailed the kindergarten

q uestionnaire: Similarly all teachers of English 8, 11 and 12 were mailed the

secondary quest4onnaires. A sampling approach was'usid at.grades 1, 3 or 7

so that each tea her who wasiXeachint language arts was asked to respond to

only one'of the fo'u elementary questionnaires.

The relatively low 'return rate at the grade 7 level can be explained

the fact that many grade 7 teac hers' spe ialized 0 teaching Certain courses

.

with the exclusion of others. Hence, many grade 7 teachers who were mailed:

the grade 7 questionnaires e not, in fact, teachers of language arts.

.4

4 .
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The entire population. of 500 trustees'in the province was mailed a

, questionnaire designed to obtain information describing the different desirable

goals a language arts programme. as perceived by the public: A total of 228

questionnaires or.46% were. retqrned,complete. Sihce a non-response bias check

as nOt performed, it.should be noted that it is difficult tO determine whether

the 46%
.
sample is representative of all trust e8. Hence, these results should'

be treated with a degree of caution. ,

The reader of this report should also be aware of some of the limitations

of a survey such asthe present. The,questionnaire format for gathering in-,
. .

formation, although widely used has certain.weaknesses iisi, the information'-

td(Which individuals respond is limited by virtue of the optimum size of the-::'

questionnaire, .the nature and format of questions and the knowledge of its de-
.

velopets. In the case of this survey, questionnaires were made as comprehen-
.

sive as posiible in view of information from the pilot study. Information for4 !4,;:'

inclusion was sought from ,a11 relevant sources including teachers. Write-in

responseswert also encouraged, Second,accuracy of respohses cannot be

termined without some prodedure'for independent checks of the.informatiop. For

the English/Languig* Arts Survey, the impoitince of Acdurate information was

stressed and this along with the $1.3vision of respondent anonymity was,coff-

sideredto'proVide for.reliability. 4hird, statements and questions may be

differently interpreted, by respondents. In an attempt to remove this variable,'

the questions in this. survey were piloted and critiqued to eliminate proplems

of interpretation.

While it i accepted that a questionnaire may provide data with 1 rafted

reliability, all possiblelmeans to ensure reliability have been taken i this

survey

REPORT ON GOALS

a. Nature add Purpose

'This report presents the results from the first phase of the Language

Assessment', specifically the goals of the Several areas of the Language Arts/

Engiieh programme are examined. Thede learning outcomes we re considered .in
V

14'
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respect to scope and priority by the teachers and trustee respondents for each':
. .

of the areas of the Language Arts as noted earlier. Summary data are presented,

and discussed. These data reveal the respondents' perc'eptigns of the nature and

relative impoftance of instructional goats in the'Language Arts/English pro-
. 14 .

0"zgfataine -

b. Sorirce of Data and 'Presentation of Findings

Learning'outc omes in the several areas of the English Language: Arts were

ideheified from among the following sources: currilum guides fort the provinces.
o

of Canada, research Ind literature in the field, including the Insmktional.
r.

Objectives Exchange and the National Asses9Ment of Educationa14Progress, and the

research and conceptualization of members of the research 'dam. Within each

'area leveraemafor skill categories were Identified along with a nuomber.oI sub-

skills comprising each skill category.

Members g the researth,team withexpertise in . particular area of the

(Language Arts / English program assumed the responsibility of making an initial

siection.ald orginiiation of skills. Following'thisconceptualiiation of

instructional:goals in each areas an internal review was conducted by the re-

search team to allow input from other team mers. The next stage was the

preparation of a draft questionnOre and a pilot study in. the Sooke School

Distfict where/teacher opinioris on the, goals was sought. At this time alas,

academics from other B.C. VniversitieSitrovided reactive to the statutents:

They review activities resulted in,the statenmnt'of goals used in the question

naire. u*
.

r $

The teachers examined the subskills in light of their future or antici-

pated
s

proyams. Trustees reactad'to s list.of,the same lkil4 staled in less.
.

. 4
., ..

detailed"terms. The context of-the response was set as the pitiod when"." "(the'
-. .

student) is completing Grade.7,an4 would be about "J.2 '61%13 yeaxs of age." In
.. ..

addition respondents were asked to reipond"...in terms of rm,lcnowledge,-skills
. .

and attitudes that are needed by these students in:order to.further,their in- i

dividual develOpliont and contribute 0 society in geeral."..'llesponses to the

starleents of rearning outcomes were made using the following scale.
. . .

. .

.

y .
t' u *-

4
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Essential . 1

Impoetant 2

Of Moderate Importance 3

Of Little Importance 4 4/.

Of No Importance 5

Means values
1
are presented as an indication of the central tendency

of icesponse to, each skill category and the subskills within each category.

For example, a mean value of 1.7 indicates general agreement that the skill

ranks,hetween "Essential" and "Imporzant" as a learning outcome. In some

cases, percentage figures of those res ponding,to each value,Are given when

this,my help explain the teachers' responses. The discussion which follows

each table describes the data which has been presented. After the presenta-

tipn of the data the findings are summarized, conclusions drawn and impIi-

tations presented.

4 , r
4 .

.
1

V
% . , 0

, t VO

'.c. leTotal Curriculum and the Individual Chapters
, . .. ,

'v
,

' ' t/ A dthorities in, the field of Language.Arts instruction generally favor
.

1 2
.

*
oan'integratedevlwi of theiLanguage Arts Curriculum. .The-writers of this

. .

.
-

.

iaport agree with this view. This view holds that
.

tbe seperate aspects of
..-

laUguagemOdes expmined in each questionnaire are net, in fact, used or,taught

.1 '. ieperately in the classroom. They are, rather, generally used and developed

'0, together for the riurRose ok enhancing commdnication and enabling skill develop-
i . ,1 .

t -ment in one area to reinforce growth in another aria. While this position is
, .

.-

e

As a rule of thumb, where the difference between two means ig .2
or, grenEer this difference is statistically significant (p.05).
(Bhded on conservatJve assumptions that sample size = 300and standard

'deviation =. 1.2).

2Smith, E., Goodman, K., an redith, R. Language and ThinkAng in the
/-

Elementary' School, foronto:. Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc. 1970t

/

1

3

IP.
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held to be the one most nearly reflecting the:nature, function and develep-

ment of Language, it is not anappropriate basis for a report on the goals of.

instruction in the discipline. In order to fully examine learning goal's in
,

each aspect of the Language Arts, the total integrated curriculum has been,

analyzed into its major components representing both the receptive And ex-,

pressive language modes of Listening and Reading and of Speaking and Writtlig

as well as the content fields of Kindergarten .Language.sArts, Elementary Liter-
.

ature and Secondary EngTtSh/Language Arts. Seperate Sections of the present

'report; therefore, are devoted to the goals, of instruction in-each of these .

areas. The reader is asked to view each of these sections as part of ,a.Whole,

at being the integrated Language Arts/English curriculum practised in most

clas Tooms .

A further pointrelates to the sourceNand nature df the learning goals

presented. There are basically two sources of learning goals which may be

tapped for information on instructional, goals. The:first of thoe, and the

one used in this report, is the direct statement of,objectfves.from the teacher.

These are goals fahich tAe teaeher can identify in a list or articulate when

queried abol(tjeis or her objectiyes. The second, whit will be reported in

the'Disorepancy Analysis portion of the survey, is the teacher's tOtil in-
.

structiona/ program including methodology and insCructioal materials.. There

is an implicit sevof goals, wbich unflerlie the qlassroom program that the

teacher is Sometimes not aware of on a conscious level. -ThAk' present repOrt
1 ,

focuses only..on the first of these two types; the second will be incorporated

into the .discrepancy analysis phase of the.essessment. The reader ti asked to

view'the goals as only part of the total picture, more:specifically, pirt of

the-total ideal picture, in thataa major rirt of ehia report deals with teacher1

views of an ideal Language ArtA/English curriculum 55,ther thap,the existiA4/bne.

4

4: Organization of the Repoyt
, , .44

This report is divided into seven chapters. Chapser/1 presents ,the4find- 4

, ings related to'the general goals'Of the Language Arts/English program. ,ChiPter
. , . ,

Vpreseats the findings with respect to the goals of Kimgdeigarten eanguage Arts,

1)
while Chapter T reports oh Secondary English go s. Chapters 3 through

s¢
report.

consecutively on instructioal goals for dementa y Reading, Writing, Wieratu;e
. .-

and- Oral Comma
f V

,

nicaeion. -

.12

ti
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CHAPTER. I r

4

GNERAL GOA0LS OF THE LANGUAGE. ARTS
,e

r.

P`

4 noted the introductibn, each questionnaite booklet was designed
. .

.

....tosolicit detailed information about one aspect of the Language Arts Curticu-

/\-.-
. lum. It Was recognized early in the study that in Eddicien.to the collection

..,

of data of a specific nature, it would be desirable to obtain a general overview ,

of
e
how teachers and school trustees perceived the relative importance of each :. .

.. A 4...
.

.... Vmajot component of the Language. Atts Curriculum. The major components: were de-

fined as follows:
s

A

SPiAKIiG
.

. * ,

dse aOtopriate voice and speech skills". Speak withluenty and 4>recision.
.40 t,

'--AVretiate the relationship between speaking and 1Pitening. Understand, the

effects of and use .a variety of techniques in oratpcomm6nication.
.... . :"..

-
--.

,4P
'' LISTENING .

NM
. . . .

Comprehend fully and accurately inall listening behaviours. Evaluate what

is heard. Appreciateand enjoy listening experientes.
.

WRITTEN COMPOSITION

Use written language fluently and effectively. ,Exhibit'skill in the use of fl

various kinds of Writing (narrative,sdescriptive, expository) fot various pur-'

' poses, and in structure. and unity." Show concern fd't appropriate use of the
mechanics off'writing such as handwriting, spelling and Nnctuation.e.

READING

Comprehend and evaluate ideas, apply skills and techniques appropriate to the
materials, locate and use information efficier"!'attack new words.

LITERATURE

Demonstrate a wide familiarity, with, and understanding of;'the best in liter-
ature of ail types. Make useful associations 4etween literature and the world
as it is experienced.

,e

I
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SCHOOL TRUSTRES1JESULTS

t

School trusteerere asked to rank the above goal areas "in order of

their importat4 An adult lift." Bach trustee was asked to use the number 1.

for the area viewed as "most important", 2 or the next in importance and so
-

on to 5, whtch was defined as "least important

In Table.1-1, the mean score'is presented.. These goali are ordered in

terms of the mean score for each item,
t ,

TABLE 1-1

Rankin of peneral Goals by Trustees )

Mean Values -(n2,228) ,

Goal Mean Rank

1, Speaking

Reacting

Z. Listening

4. Writing-

, S. Literature

(lessible range: "1" most important
11511

2.1

2.2

2.5

3.1

lor leasi,impoktant)

Discussion:

As can be seen in Table trustees as a group ranked speaking and

reading skills significantly higftft than' listening, writing and litrature

in terms of their relative importance.in adult life. Of the five areas,

Literature was considered by far to pe least important. (The difference in'

means.between,reading and,speaking is not significant.)

This pattern was alsd reflected infthe statements supplied-by the 60

school trustees who chose to comment on the general goals. Although con-

siderable stress was:placed on the inter - related nature of alplanguage skills,

here was a markedlyl,greater concern over the importance Of speakinvand.listen-

ini skills in communicating with anthers as compared with other language functiOns.
,.. . .

1
If the difference betwee learis is .3 or greeter, there is at least a 95%
chance that ,thiisa true difference and not due to a random aet of fluctuations.

'et

b

14'
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Some trustees noted that'there appeared to be a difference between

the "tag side", world and the "world of school" in terdis of how language was

used. Where schools tended to stress the academic use of language, it was

suggested that in ,view of the various persuasive techniques used in the mass

media, greater attention ought to be placed on the individual's ability

apprhise language techniques critically.

There was general recognition among the 60 trustees who provided comments,
.

that pupils differ widely in their abilities and interests. Literature was

mentioned in this context several times and there was general support of an

approach -to literature that avoided stress, epoounaged

considerable choice of material.

enjoymeqt and hllowed

A number of comments from the trustees revealed a feeling that instruction

in grammar" was being de-emphasised to the detr ent of the pupil 4 verbal facility

in all modes of expression. \46 .

4 4,

. 4 ,_

Speaking and
\

Reading skill both were deemed f greatest importance among
.

,., . s

the general language goals in the view of the trustees. ,

TEACHER RESULTS

A

Teachers at each of ,the grade levels surveyed were asked to indicate the

relative importance 441 sach,of the five-areas of the language arts at the res-

pective grade levels. For example, all grade I teachers of language arts who

.were surveyed were'asked,to indicate the relative-Oportance of the five com-

ponents of language arts in terms of the emphasis that should be placed upon

them in a grade 1 programme.

, The method of paireCcomparisons
1
was used in-this section where sequential

pairs ofJanguage arts areas were presented to each respondent who was asked to

select in.each case the more important of.the two.

'see Wk.S. Torgersoa, Theory and Methods of Scaling. New York, John Wiley Sops, 1960

1
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R: Reading
S: Speaking
Lis: Listening

LitT-biteratuie

Grade 12

be,

Table_14

Relative Impottance of Each Area ofthe

English Language Avis.

Trustees

R. S

-f

'Grade ,7

Teachers

Grade 11

'Trustees were askedto
rank the five goal
areas in terms of
their importance in
adult lite.

Grade 8 ,

R

S

Lit

Grade 3
Grade 1.

I

Kindergarten

mr,

'2Teachers ranked th
five goals in to
of the emphasis
that each'should
receive at the

---Nrespecrive grade
levels

.1

sa
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INTERPRETATIONSNDIMPLItATIONS

: -
Table 1-2 summarizes the pattern of responses. Earth circle in the table

. is divided according to the relative emphasis assigned to each of the five

. areas by teachers and trustees.

From Table 1-2 an interesting and predictable pattern is evident in

reviewing the relative emphasis placpd on Reading and Writing as opposed

to Speakilog,and Listening. In kindergarten the oral communication skills
. .

are viewed as the Most important skill areas 1n the curriculum andReiding

and Writing as least important. This pattern undergoes a gradual and

understandable shift to the point in Traci 12 where the ranking is reversed.
.

T9achers; respons5s appear to reflect the changing use of language modes

over the-school years. Oral-language is used and emphasized more'in

elementary grades and written language more in senior grades.

- These views, while representative of current attitudes, suggest that

teadhers in the higher grades may not be fully convinced of the research

evidence which shows that oral language skill. development should continually

yiecede skill development in other modes of language.
1

Literature, while receiving some stress at the kindergarten level, is

ranked least in importance i grades 1, 3 and7. It appears that secondary

teachers, on the other hand, feel that Literature ought to receive more'em-

phasis to the extent where it is viewed as being more important than Speaking

and Listening in grades 11 and 12. It should be noted that all teachers at

the grade K-7a 1evel responded tq questions on, general goals while only English

teachers answered'the questionnafres in graies'S, 11 and 12.

Trustees, as a group, felt that speaking, reading and listening skills

are most'important, followed by writing. The area of literature was ranked

1
Loban, W., The Language of Elementary School Children, National Council

", of, Teachers of English, 1963, Research Report No. 1

13.
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O lowest of the five by the trustees, thdugh it received-strgng support from

secondary teachers. These responses i dicate'a need for continuing discussion

languageclarification of langge goals, eipecially at the secondary level, between
. .

. i
the profession and the public. , '
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ABSTRACT

The area of Kindergarten Language Arts was divided into ten general

purposes, eight :goals, six categories of specific skills with several

each category. In general thessmpurposes, goals and categories

of skills seemed highly acceptable to teachers.
,

In respect to the,gerieral purposes of the Kindergarten Language Arts

the majority of respondents b ived thaOthe affective, outcomes or Kindergarten

are of major iMportance as a e identification and correction of learning dis-

abilities 'along with the development of language 'skills:

..

All of the general goals of title program were judged to be at least

"Important" with the most highly .rated item being the ability to &ommunieate

r with others.

The learning outcomes category focussing on attitudes, appreciations

and understandings was very highly rated by respondents, being considered

"Essential" or "Important" by a majority of the teachers as were the categories

dealing with'listeaing and speaking skills, auditory and visual perception and

motor skills. In general, the simpler, more basic subskills in each category

Were rated more highly than tile more complex skills.

There was a general concern, expressed in teacher comments, for what

was thought to be anincreased tendency in Kindergarten classes to conduct

a watered-down Grade 1 formal program. Teachexs hop ed this trend would not_

be continued or accelerated.

A
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ORGANIZATION OF.THE CHAPTER

O
AO

4

17.

The report has been'orgahized around six.main headings.. Part A deals

with - general reasons for including Kindergarten in the school system. Part B

is concerned with the Generhl Goals of *the Kindergarten Language Arts Programme.;

and Part C deals with Learning Outcomes ,rd Sub-skills of the ideal Kindergarten

language Arts Programme. Part D prsenta a comparison of She purpoies and de-

sire4 learning outcomes in Kindergatten, Part E coutafns'the.summary and con-
. ./r

clusions and
.

the last section, Part F, presenss the interpretations and 4mPli-
F.-

,

cationi of ;4? chapter.'

th.uhe tables which follow, the mean values are"presented as an indication ,

of the central tendency of respohse from the 664 teachers who participated in the

survey. ;They have been arranged in the order of the priority assigned to them by

the respondents.

ti
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A.. GENERAL REASONS FOR.INCLUDING KINDERGARTEN IN THE SC114 SYSTEM

4.

4

rs

,

Table.2-1 Mean Values

General Reasons for ancludingKindergarten .n the School System°

e

f
,

a. To develop a positive self-concept
probability of reading success.

c

b. To make the transition from home to

c. To provide for aniearly observation
correct learning problems

,

-

school less iravmatfc- .°

.0 .

to Rcrease the

(

.

period tqz, diagnoseoand

-

.

. To provide a foundation for, the Language.Arts'

e.--To co6pensate for a deprived environment

f. To improve chances of success in tlIppriecry grades ,

To provide educational instruction for chilirenbo future
early

i-1. .0 i
. To make

/
an early :port to invOrve parents in ilweducational

system

L. To decrease
the content

*
To provide
increasing

t'he learning burden

usually assigned VY.

for a longer time in
number of skills and

of Gr: I by.assuliaing some - of

that grade
.

I )

school in ordei to...master the
t

body of knowledgigOired

1.3

f.7

1.8

2.0

2:1.

2.6

3.7

* 1. Essential 2. Important 3. Moderate Importance: ti.. Little Importance
$, No Imnortance

Plscussion

t . .- - lo

- .

The data show that the majority of Kindergarten teacherajelt,thei the a'-

fective outcomes of the Kindergarten experience were'of ;apt importanle`(a),
4,

(40, (e). The early identification and correction of leginibg disabilitieso
'

r .4 ,..
coupled with the A higevelopment of language skills, also he14 h prior4y (c),

..,,

(d). There appeared. to be greater concer0.4ofithe coipedlatory anction'of
-,

the kindergaiten for the child from'a deprived.grivironniant thari fbroehe prO-d

vision of intellectual stimulation fqx the'dble child. Comments.dievealed that

the respondents deplored the pressures to provide advancqd instrtiction through
w- 4

the transfer of children to Grade I siftiations.

)44,
r. A

7 _

9

4

....0



Aitituaes'toward parent involvement in theeducaiiOnal process were

mixed with 632 of the respondents attachingi"Important" or "Of Moderate'

Impotence" to this purpose. While 162 felt that it is "Essential", 1

of the teachers responded that it was of "little" or "No importance".

Ot

Opinions mere clearly against the suggestioroihar more content should

be taught earlier. In each of the last two catjiories, items (i) and 01,

61% of,the teachers felt That the presentation and mastery of knowledge and

skills was of "Little" or "No importance" in the Kindergarten. Between 21%

and 26% ascribed only "Moderate Importance" to these outcome's.

4

I

.
I

r

r

1

4,5
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B. GENERAL GOALS OF THE KINDERGARTEN LANGUAGE-ARTS PROGRAMME

4 Table 2-2 Mean Values

General Gogls of the Kinaergartep Language Arts
.

a. To develop the ability tocommunicate with others; express
ideas

. To use language as a social tool, i.e. to talk freely and
easily, listen to others, etc.

c. To develop fluency and' naturalness of expression

d. To express ideas in an organized fashion

e. To'develop the ability to name, tcribe and classify
objects common in the environment

f. To form habits of correct usage

To develop the ability to speak distin ?tly iA a plea-sant
voice with good control of volume and tone

. To learn about the language, e.g. a system of sounds that
conveys meaning only in words and sentences, etc.

1.2

1.8

2.0

2.1

,3:0

Discussion:

A high p rcentage (98) of the teacher's gave first.priority to the development

of the ability to communicate rating this item as "E;sential" (81%) or "Important"

(17%). The second priority (b), To use language as a social tool, was regarded as

"Essentier or "Important" by 95% of the teachers responding to the questionnaire.

Fluency and naturalness of expression, the third priority (c), was also rated

generall" iu the "Essential" category (53%). Only 7% of the respondents considered

this outcome or "Moderate" or "No Imports de ".

a

The least outcome listed was "to learn about the language system". The responses
,

to this outcome produced an almost perfect 'normal' curve. It appeared that the

teachers were more concerned with the global goals of language development than

with the individual or contributing goals. However, all of the goal4 with the

.exception of Item (h), were judged to be within the "IMportant" or "Essential" range.

2 4
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C. LEARNING OUTCOMES AND SUB-SKILLS IN THE IDEAL KINDERGARTEN LANGUAGE ARTS .

. PROGRAMME'

Table 2-3
A+.01

Mean Values
Attitudes, Appreciations, & Understandings

a. A positive concept of self and others

b. A desire to learn

c. An interest in books

d. An.appreciation ofigtories and poetry

e. The understandinithat.writing represents speaking

-1,-An-understandfniof the conventions-of-the-language, a-4
sentence,structure, left to right progression 2.2

Discussion: *A

Wiih the exception of Item (f), all of these outcomes were rated as

"Essential" and "Irportant" by hetWeen 80% and 98% of the respondents. Even

this exception to the trend was viewed as of "Moderate Importance" to "essential"

by 91% of the teachers.

It was evident.that the teachers in B.C. Kindergartens were cpncerned with

the development of positive attitudes towards learning and with increasing ap-

priciations and understandings rflated to the fundamental aspects of the Language.

Arts at that level.*

.

,

0
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:Table 2-4

«

Mean Values
Listeping Skills

22.

. .

.
e

a. The ability o giye attention to what is said
.. . ..L. .

. .

. .. .

b. The ability' td follow oral dirctions -
.N.

: , A . /at.
c4 The' Ability to listen courteously .

`d. ,.The ability to libxen to gaiririformation

'

1.2

1.4

1.4

15
9

Discussion:,

Listening sub-skills were highly endorsed by most of the teachers, being

rated "Essential" in the m$ority of responses to each item.

11 y \
These data reveal that teachers perceived the,importance of developing

the ability` to attendto listep.to others, and to follow oral directions.

. .

f

2,
0

C

0

n

L
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Table 2:-5 titan Values

.,Speeicing Skills

a. Possess an adequate vocabulary to communicate his/her
thoughts to others .*

,4

b. The ability to speak in sentelidee

; The ability to.retell a story in sequence
7 .

'The ability to speak distinctly and expressively with
few instances of immature speech -

23.

I.

1

1.4

2.0

2.1

4

Discussion..

Uhile1% of the;- respondents felt that having an adequate vocabulary

was "Essential"; this item was rated aii,Alaigimtant" by 34% of the teachers

accounting for 95% ofthe responses. Less thah 2% thought that sub-skills

(b) and (c) were of "Little" or "No Importance." Immature speech at this level

did not seem to be a concern.for .4% of tte,..responaents.

Although Speaking Skills were rated highly, they 'did ndt appe'ar to assume

the imktialtice of Skill' except- in the general sense of beingiPaet
.

of the communicatio process._ ,

,

4

4

ts ,
N.4

-

4....

40.
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Able 2-6 Mean Valuqs
Auditory Perception Skills

24:

-a. Auditory perception of sound 1.4%

b. Auditory memory of sound 1.9

t. Auditory discrimination of speech sounds, e.g.initial
consonants

1.9

d. Auditory perception ofrhyme 2.0,

1

Discussion:

a
.../

The ability, to perceive sound was rated "Essential" or "Important'* by a

total of 95% of the respondents. Similar ratings were given to sub - skills
i

and (c) by 80% of the teachers: Few

?

r than 2% rated any of the sub-skills (b),

(c), and (d) Of Little Importance ", ; /

(1
i

The responses in the area of Au4ilIory Perception appeared to be closely

linked to the impohance attached to'll.stening and Speaking Skills in that

none of the sub-skills as considereOhiaiportant.,

-
. . ! ..

won

-
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: Table 2-7 Mean .VAlue,
Visual Perception Skills

a. Visual perception of shape, size, colour
/.

1,1. Visual memory of form.

c. Visual discrimination of upper and lower case letters.

d. Alphabet skills (recognition of the letters)

1.4

1.9

2.3

2.4

k

DiscussfCh:

- The broad sub-skills listed in Item (a) received a high rating from 96%

of the teachers-. The values dropped sharply for the other sub-skills With

from between 37% to 43% of the opinion that items (c) and (d) were of "Moderate"..../1

"Little", or "No Importance". The respondents appeared to be of the opinion that

the ideal programme need not.include as much emphasis on activities dealing

with the discrimination or naming of the letters as upon the more generalized

aspects of vlsual.skills.



Table 2-8 Mean Values
Motor Skills

26.

a. Gross motor skills, e.g. running, skipping, throwing,
balancfpg: 1

I ,

b. HandLeye co-ordination, e.g. cutting along a line

c. Dominant handedness established

d. Abilitr-to'follow a line of printing from left to right

e. Ability to print own name and Tew common words

1.5

1.8

2.0

2.1

2.3

Discussion:

These five motor skills were rated "Essential" or "Important" by 79% of the

respondents. Sub-skill (a) was thought to be "Essential" or "Important" by 532

and 40% respectively. The rating olItems (d) and (e), the abifi'y to follow a

line of print, and to print his/her nre and others.words, were noted "Essential"
1'

or "Important" to 71X and 63% of the teachers who responded to the items.

The gross motor skills and those which are used frequently in the programme

of the Kindergarten were regarded highly. The more complex skills related to

the more formal programme of the Language Arts were not thought to be as important.

k

I
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D. COMPARISON OF PURPOSES AND OUTCOMES

Although the outcomes proposed in the ideal programme are not identical

with those in the other pao lists, there is some value in eacamining character-

istic responses. An attempt has been made to compare one reason for including

Kindergarten in the school system with related sub-skills of the ideal Language

Arts Programme.

Table 2-9 Mein Values

Comparison of Purposes for Kindergarten and Aldred Learning Outcomes.

-

Purpose of
To decrease the learning burden of Grade 1
through apsuming responsibility for some of
.the content usually assigned to that grade. 3.8Kindergarten

* - -

Outcomes of The child should have:
the Ideal
Kindergartx a. The understanding that writing represents
Language A s speaking.
Programme

b. The ability to listen to gain information.

c. The ability to retell a story in sequence.

d. AudiiOrydiscriminatiOn of speech sounds.

e. Auditory perception of rhyme.

A
.f. Visual discrimination of, letters.

g. Alphabet skills (recogn of the letters).

h. Hand-eye co-ordination.

i. The ability to foil& a line of printing.,.

,j. The ability to print his/hecow!owY name and a
few common words.

1.4

2.0

1.9

2.0

2.3

1.7

2.1

2.3

c3 4

O
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Discussion:

28.

In this comparison of a purpose and the outcomes of the pr gramme, there ,

was a marked contrast between purposes for including Kinderg ten in the school

systfm and the outcomes of the ideal prograMme. The sub-ski is from the ideal

programme were endorsed with from 55% to 92% of the respon ents rating them as

"Essential" or "Important." There are two possible explartions for this 44s-

crepancy. Firs,t, the Kindergarten teachers might have i erpreted,-"decreasing

the igafhing burden(at the Grade). level" as implying. t at formal reading should

begin in Kindergarten. Another hypothesis might be that the sub-skills listed .

are already part of the unstated Kindergarten curriculum and therefore are not

viewed as "content Usually assigne to Grade 1," Yet these skills are basic to
./

beginning reading and without Kind garten experience, children would have to

acquire them at- -the Grade 1 level.

E. SUMMARY. AND CONCLUSIONS

In general, the six areas of outcomes and sub-skills seem acceptable to the

teachqs. Few items were, added in the space provided: About 10% contributed

desired attitudes', appreciations, and understandings to the list, while' less than

5% wrote in additional Listening, Speaking, Auditory and Visual Perception, or

Motor sub-skills. While there were some whose order of priorities would put early

instruction in Language Arts readiness skills 11 the Kindergarten in first place,

rity of comments *written in by the to chers were in agreement with the

data presented above.

Concern was expressed for what is thought.t be an increasing tendency for

Kildargarten programmes to be a watered-down v sion of a formal Grade 1 programme.

Many teachers expressed a hope that the outedge of the.survey would not be a re-

turn to what they term 'a traditional approach' of excessive drills and mechanical

modes of instruction. 4

f 4 e

TPA-,
,
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It appeared that'most of the teachers were of the opinion that all children

of Kifidergarten age, regardless of their maturity level, can benefii from the

informal exper es and activities of the Kindergarten year. The development

of a positiv concept of self ale of other, and the inculcation of an interest

in fear ng were of the highest priority in the programme (Tables 2-1 and 213).

s

The early identification and remediation of probable learning difficulties

beforej.74% children encounter more formal educational tasks was seen as a function
4-.

of the Kindergarten. InclUded in this function is the opportunity to intervene

with reeard to less serious dpliciencies caused by environmental factors, matur:-

atilkialpatterns and social/emotional development (Table 2-1).

Providing a foundation for the Latguage Arts by developing Listening, Spe4king,

Aftditory and Visual Discrimination and Psycho-motor Skills at a basic level, was

viewed as a function of the Kindergarten Programme (Table's 2-1, 2-2).

The data and teachers' comments supported the idea that more .co-ordination

40pof the Kindergarten and PrimaryGrade Programmes would result in a greater underr

standing by all teachers of the expectations upon \them and a more affective trans-
.

ition for the children from one level to another (Table 270..

F. INTERPRETATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The authors present the following interpretations and implitations as they

.arise put of the findings and conclusions from this part of the questionnaire:
ON.

1. Due to the perceived importance of providing a foundation for '

-

Language Arts, the.EldMentary Language Arts Committee shluld

consider including Language Arts in the Kindergarten when re4is-'

ing the Language Arts Curric404

U



2. As seen in the comments and, data upon coordination of the

,Kindergarten and primary programmes the Kindergarten should

be included in the hierarchy of 'levels' if the concept of

continuous progress in the Language Artsis to be retained.

3. In light of teachers' opinions concerning development of

attitudes, those attitudes, appreciations, understandings,

and skills basic to the Language Arts which can be t

attained without undue formality and pressure should be

clearly defined for'the Kindergarten Curriculum. This should

provide a learning continuum of language experiences from

Kindergarten throughout the elementary gradeC
.

4. Noting the high ratings given to the early 'development of

basic skills, Kindergarten should have a specific curriculum

and not be merely a watered-down'imitation of the Grade I

programme.

116

f

8

I

34
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CHAPTER 3

READING

A.

Compreher and evaluate ideas, apply skills and techniques appropriate to
. .

the materials, locate and use information efficieptly, attack new wordb.

L
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ABSTRACT

.

. .

it

. ; .

, ...e.*

. ..

. 0 i
Teachers from Grades 1, 3 and 7 ranked 68 specific Outcomes of a% i at

reading programme. These specific outcomes were grouped under 14`genefa outcomes.

The most important specific outcome an. ideal reading programme is "IIsesV
phonics - to blend Sounds into word w oles"

1
according gito Gr'51e 1 and 3 teachers,

... . 4

while Grade 7 teachers chose "Locates information -,uses.-indexes" as most.important.
. .

Teachers at all three grade levels agreed that "Applies appropriate reading skills -
/ ,, «.

evaluates-the author's qualifications' was the least important specific-outcome.

The range of average scores (mean ratirsgs)was considerably greater fox the GAde 1

(1.4 - 4.0) teachers than the Grade 7 (1.5 - 2.9Y.teaChers. This may indicate

that Grade I teachers have stronger feelings about.rhe reading programme .or &A

precise reading goals than Grade 7 teachers. This may,also reflect the attitude

that Grade I teachers teach reading while Grade 7 ieichers teach,subje ts.
,

\ '
ORGANIZATION OP THE TER .>---, ..

.

This chapter is divided into four sections. :Part.A deals with findings

arising from teat -r rankings on instructional goals in-the context of an ideal

-or future oriented program. A discussion accompanies the tables presentingg

the data. Part B deals with learning nutcOmesas regarded by'schabl trustees

who ranked the outcomes in reading with a future reference/Part C deals with ..

a summary and conclusion of the findings, whilePart Presents the interpretations

and implications of this chapter.
4

e

442 Grade 1 teachers, 403 Grade 3 teachers and 426 Grade 7r teachers Aponded

to the Elementary Language Arts - Reading questionnaire.,General commipts kabout

the learning outcomes for an ideal programme willbe followed by an examination '

of eacheof the learning outcomes. This chapter concludes with a summary,

interpretations'and implications section.
0°

4, .

: 0
1
General outcome recedei'the dash, specific outcvme .60151owsdash.

en a

4

e
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A, LEARNING OUTCOMES IN READING IN AN "IDEAL" SETTING

/

Table 3-1 Mean Values*
Enjoyment of Reading

Gr.l Gr.3 Gr.7

The pupil enjoys reading:

Chooses reading frequently during
_free-time periods 1.6 lj 1.7

Engages voluntarily in recreational
wreading 1.5 1.1 1.6

. Shares his reading experiences
with others 1.8 1.9 2.1

Re-reads fayorite books and storjes 2.0 .02.3 2.6

.* 1. Essential 2. Important 3. Moderate Importance- 4. Little Importance
5. No Importan

Discussion:

33.

Teachers at all three grade levels agreed strongly that pupils

should demonstrate than reading is enjoyable by voluntary reading but did '.

not feel quite so strongly about pupils sharing their experiences or re-
-

reading favourite materials. About one-half of the teachers in Grades 1

and 3 felt that it was "Essential" that pupils engage in reading voluntarily.

Teachers at the Grade 7 level saw less Value in sharing and re-reading

activities than eid,Primary teachers.

.4

OP
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Table 3-2 Mean Values
Selects Suitable Reading Materials

The pupil selects suitable
reading materials:

Selects materials from wide
variety of categories

Identifies materials. at his
reading level

Identifies materials suited to
his purposes for

A

Gr.l Gr.3 Gr.7

2.2

2.0

2.1

1.9

1.9

1.8.

1.9

. 2.0

7

Discussion:
r

The teaches from all three grade levels rated the three specific outcomes

under "Seleite Materials" as "Important". This would support the increased im-

portance that has been given in the professional liteiature to student self-

selection of reading materials.

/**

. 14

4

38 . a
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Table 3-3 Mean Values
Identifies Main Leas

,

The pupil, identifie0 main Mks: .

Gr. 1 Gr.3 Gr.7
.

.

a. States the topic of a-spicture
s

1.8 2.0 2.1

b. States the topic of a sentence 2.0 2.0'
../

1.8

c. States the topic of a paragraph 2.2
4

1.9 1.7

d. States the topic of a longer
passage '2.3 1169 1.8

Discussion:

The Comprehension strand, Main Ideas, received an average ratingr.of.

"Important". Grade 7 teachers gaVe slightly more importance to this area

than did Grade 1 teaohers. Grade 3 teachers' responses were nearer those

of Grade 7 teachers than of the Grade 1 teachers. Grade 1 teachers preferred

"states the topic of a picture" (a) while Grade 7 preferred "states the

-- -topic -of- -a -pa-ragitaphi! -(a) 4-the-Gracle-3-teachers-felt-all-f

important (difference not significant). ',Teachers seem to perceive

-.identifying main ideas as a skill that progresses from pictures to paragraphs
4

as.students'move through thi grades. .

1

33
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Table 3-4 Mean,Values
Determines gequence'.

I

Gr.1

Vhe pupil determines sequence:

- a. Can identify first & last event 1.6

b. Can identify the event before
and after

;
1.8

c. Can identify explicit relationships, 2.3

d..Can identify implicit relationships 2.6

e. Can order eventioalong a time line 2.4

Gr.3 Gr.7

1/

1.8

1.8 1.9

,2.2

2.4 2.2

2.2 '2.1 A

;

'Discussion:

36.

. .

°

Grade 7 teachers gave about equal rating to all of the specific

outcomes for Sequencif teachers of Grades 1 and.3 agreed with the Grade

7 teachers that knowing first and last event .and knOwirg the*vent before

and 4ftel were "Important", but didn't feel quite so strongly about explidit

:and implicit relatiiinships and the use of a time line. The ratings for,

Sequence wer similar to those for Main Ideas (see Table 3-3).

I

A

44°
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Table 3-5 Mean Values
Reads for Detail

t

ya
.1

37.

The pupil reads for derail:

a. Identifies important deka&

b. Identifies supporting details

c. Relates details to each other

4

er.1

.

Gr.3

.

Gr.7

1.7 1.6 l.7 .0

2.3 2.2 2.0

2.3 2.1 1.9

C

$

Discussion:

-In the comprehension strand, leads for Detail was rated slightly

less Amportant then Identifies Main Ideas (bee Table 3-3) 1atings were

similar across the three grade leliels except that Grade 7 teachers showed

greater concern Ultr did Grade 1 or Grade 3 teachers for identifying

supporting details\and relating details.

i

1

a.

14.

a
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Table 3-6

!le

Mean Values
Uses Logical Reasoning

a a

The pupil uses logical reasoning:

a. Synthesizes information

b. Determines cause and effect
relationships 0

c. Reasons inductively from the,
kown to the unknown

d: Predicet outcomes

Gr.1 Gr.3 Gr.7

2.2

2.2

2:4

'2.1

2.0

2 . 0

2.2

2.1

r 1.8

' 1.8

2.0

2.0

Discussion:'
. ,

ig`the comprehension strand, Uses Logical Rearming was bated slightly

less important than Reads for Detail (gee Table 3-5) or Identifies Main Ideas

. Ogee
et

Table 3-3). Ratings.by Gradik7teachers were consistently Higher than

ratings,'bi teachers of Grades 1 or 3, except for "Predicti Outcomes" which

was not significantly different. Grade 3 teachers were midway between the '

others,. Grade 1 teachers viewed "Can identify first and last. event" (Tabl
w

3.74) as 'e most important subskill for the ideal comprehension programme,

closely followed (difference issnOt significant) by "Identifiedimportint

details" (Table 3-5). Grade 7 teachers, however, gave equal importance to

"States the topic of a paragraph" (Table 3-3) and "IdenCifies.important
wr

details" (Table 3-5) as the most important subskills of ehe-ideal comprehension

38.

.programme.

44

1
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Table 3-7 Mean Vafues

Uses Visual Memory

39.

The pupil uses visual memory to:

a. Identify and discriminate among the
symbols which repreient the
spoken language

Gr.l

1.5

Gr.7

1.7 1.8

b. Acquire an initial stock of sight
words as a base for word-
recognition skills 1.6 1.7

c. Acquire.a rapid recognition vo-
cabulary of high frequeticy words 1.5 1.5 1.6

".
d. Acqui re a rapid recognition vo-

cabulary of irregularly-spelled

words 2:3 . 2.1 2.1

e. Acquire a rapid recognition vo- -

cabulary initially decoded throw h
other word-recognition skills 2.0 2,1 2.2'

a

Discussion:
S

,iubskill scores presented only.one surprise: Grade 1 teachers gave the

lowest 'rating to "Acquire a rapid recognition vocabulary of 'irregularly-spelled

words" (d). The prevalence of irregularly- spelled words, e.g. come, have, said,

in beginning reading materiels would indicate greater importance for this sub-

skill. Considerable overlap between "high-frequency" and "frregulgly-spelled"*

words may have caused some confusion. Teachers at .1)1 three levels, generally

rated All the eubskills "Important".

a
4

if

1*
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Table 3-8 Mean Values
Uses ConteXt Clues

Gr.1

The pupil uses context, to:

a. Test the appropriateness of words 2.0
.

b. Provide a source of decoding in-
formation 1.9

c. Determine the correct pronunciation
of %lords 2.3

d. Expand the number and quality of
_ meanings 2.2

e. Select tile appropriate meaning . ----*

from those given in the dictionary 3.0

Gr.3 . Gr..7

2.0., 2.0

.1.9 2.1

2.0 2.1

2.0 2.6

2.0 ' 1.6

A

Discussion:

I.

f

The subskills in this category peceived similar ratings acrop grade levels

except for "Select the 'appropriate meaning from those given in the dictionary"

(e) which Grade 1 teachers.fiiTWas considerably less important than the other

subskills. Grade 7 teachers, however, felt this subskill was more important

than the other subskills. These rankings were similltr to the subskill ratings

for Uses the Dictionary (Table 3-11) and it appears that teachersres onded to

this as a dictionary skill rather than a context skill'. Grade 7 teach s seemed

to feel that Uses Context '(Table 3-8) was about as important as Uses isual

Memory (Table 3-7). Teachers from Grfdes 1 and 3 would seem to "feel that Uses

Visual Memory is more important.

44
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Table 3-94 Mean Values
Uses Phonics

The pupil uses phonics to:

a. Identify and discriminate among
the sounds of the spoken language

b. Blend sounds into word wholes

c. Develop sound-symbol relationthips

d. Decode regularly phonetic words
using substitution techniques

e. Become aware of the variability
of sounds represented by letters

f. Aegard the "silent letters" as
clues to word meaning

g. Identify known elements in
unfamiliar words

h. Decode words in the listening/
speaking vocabulary

. .

Gr.l Gr.3 Gr.7

1.9 i 1.9 ..1.9

1.4 1.4 . 1.8

2.7 2.5 : 2.3
do

1.9 2.1 2.4

1.8 1.8 2.0.

2.2 2.0 2.2

1.8 1.7 1.9

1.9 1.9 2.0

D1gcussion:

Uses Phonics was considered the most important word identification skill

by, both Crack 1 and Grade 3 teachers. It was considered the least important

aspect of the word identification program& by Grade 7 teachers. This would

reflect a belief that phonics is a foundation for lerning-to read but once
4

the ptudent gains reasonable reading fluency, other word identification skills

becomp more important. Grade 1 and 3 teachers rimed the sub-objective, "Blend'

sounds into word wholes" (b) as the most important of the ford identification

subskills for this skill category and the most important of the entire programme

as was noted earlier on page 32.

4 t-1

. ,
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Table 3-10 Mean Values
Uses Structural Analysis

e-

s

Gr.l Gr.3 A Gr1

The pupil uses structUVii analysis to:

a. Identify large meaningful, pro-
nounceable units within words

O

through the use of visual clues. 2.1 17 18

b. Understand the generalizations
governing the formation of in-
flected forms 20 18 19

c. Assist in the pronunciation of
"ss.

multi-syllabic words 2.4 19 20

d. Judge the probable sound repro,
sented by a symbol by its
position in a word 25, 22 2.2

e. Increase the meaning vocabulary
through the study of words borrowed
from other languages 4.8 32 25

.

f. Use visual cluesito determine the
accented.sy11:90-r 34 2.5 24

Discussion:

Uses Structural Analysis received a general rating of "Important". Grade

3 and 7 teachers 'consisten y gave higher ratings to the structural analysis

-subskills of the programme'than the Grade 1 teachers did.

42.
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Table,3-11 Mean Values
- Uses the Dictionary

r--' Gr.l Gr.3 Gr.7

The pupil uses the dictionary:

a. To iacquire the 'habit of con-

% suiting th? diotionary 3.0

b. To make the dictionary an
efficient tool of decoding 3.0 1.9 1.7

c. To derive the pronunciation of
words not in the listening/
speaking vocabulary through a
knoWledge of phonetic spelling 3.6 2.6 2.1

Discussion:

Grade 7 teachers considered Uses the Dictionary the'most important word

identification skill. Grade 1 and teachers, however, agreed that this is

the least important of the word identification skills.

The pattern that emerges for ideal word identification programmes is a strong

phonics base in Grades 1 and 3, less emphasis on context or visual memory,

(sight words) and context, less importance to/structural:analysis, and least
.

importance to phonics.

A

4

A
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Table 3-12 Mean Values
tes Information

A_

The pupil locates information:

a. Knows the sources of materials

needed

b. Useg,the card catalogue

c. Uses refe'rence books

d. Uses the table of contents

Usee. Use indexes

f. JUI s glossaries

g. Adjusts reading 'rite to the
difficulty of the material

h. Adjusts reading rate'to the
reading purposes

Gr.1 Gr.3 Gr.7

3.0 2.0

....c...

1.6

3.7 2.2 1.7

3.1 1.9 1.5

2.6 1.7 1:6

3.3 1.9 1.5

3.6 2.1 1.7"

2.9 2.1 1.7

2.9 2.0 1.8

Discussion:

Locates Information was considered more important by Grade 7 teachers than

by the other teachers surveyed. Grade 3 teachers were'closer to Grade 7 teachers

in their ratings than they were to Grade 1 teachers. Grade 7 teachers considered
4"

the subskills tO be generally "Essential" or "Important". The'subskills "Uses

reference boolAs" (c), and "Uses Indexes: (e) were, the most important subskills
r

of the ideal reading programmes according to Grade 7 teachers. Grade 3 teachers '

considered them to be "Important" and Grade 1 teachers considered them only "Of

Moderate Importance".

. 4
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Table 3-13 Mean Values
Applies Appropriate Reading Skills

The pupil applies appropriate
reading skills:

a. Determines the purpose for
reading :

b. Uses skills' appropriate to the
subject matter

c: ,Uses graphic aids effectively.

d. Evaluates the author's qualifi-
.

catibps - .

Gr.l Gr.3 Gr.7

2.5 2:0 L$

2%1, 1.9

3.0 2.5 2.2

4 . 6 3.4 2.9

Discussion:

Responses varied forpthis outcome. "Evaluates the author's qualifications"

(d) was agreed to be the least important outcome of those listed. Grade 7

teachers felt it was "Of Moderate Importance". Grade 1 teachers felt it was

"Of Little Importance". As reading,research indicates a strong relationship be-

tween setting purposes for reading And 'comprehension, it was expected that the

responses to this item would be similar to responses for various comprehension

outcomes. This appears, to be true for the responses from Grades 3 and 7 but

not far Grade 1., Grade 1 teachers may need to be informed of the relationship

between purposi and comprehension.
,.

-

As was expected, responses to using subject matter skills and graphic aids

were stronger for Grades 3 and 7 teachers than for Grade'l teachers.

.



Table 3-14 Mean Values
Organizes Information Effectively

J.

46.

The, pupil organizes information

effectively:

Gr.1

i
a. Has begJnning outlining skill: -3.3,

b. Makes simple bibliogra ies . 4.0' . , 3.1
Na: ..

c. Draws inferences and kes

generalizations
.

0
2.8 ; 2.3

Gr.3 Gr.7

d. Recognizes that written material
may be fact or opinion 2.8 2.1 ,

-

ev Evaluates information in terms 'Of,
his own experiencV and/or
known facts . 2.4 2.1

.

--

f. Relates ideas from several sources 2.7,

1.9 .

2.2 ,

1.6

1.8

2.3 1.7

,.-

Discussion:

Organizes Information "'lowed a pattern similar to Locates
t f :, ;

.

e -4. .

Informailop (Table 3-12). Ratin by Grade lieachers were significantly higher
.

than other.teachers'Iratings. t is CasWhowever, the ratings by Grade 3
, ? .

teachers represented more of a midptint* t

v

;

:e
e

0..00

The skills of locating and organizing in tion'gain more importance as

the grade level increases. ,locatin informatin
y
as considered slightly more

important than Organizes Information atIell':th

dicatuthat teachers see it as the more bWaieN
_

located before it can be organized. 1.4

0

I*

4

Ar

Arade.levels, which ,may in -

f - i.e. informationmuSt be

z

I

06
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B. LEARNING OUTCOMES ACCORDING TO SCHOOL TRUSTEES

Table 3-15 Mean Values

Learning Outcomes - Trustee Questionnaire

a. Read for enjoyment and recreation 1.6

b. Acquire a stock Of words which are undersaffttood immediately 1.7

c. Consult a dictionary regularly to determine
%
word meanings 1.7

'd. Distinguish between fact and opinion ina reading selection 1.9

,e..Apply word-recognition skills to infer meanings and comprehend
unknown words

f. Use visual clues (e.g. root words, syllables, prefixes, etc.)
to assist in the pronunciation of morarthan one syllable

2.0

2.0

g. Identify both the important and supporting details and how
they relate to each other

h. Locate sourceof information, use a card catalogue and
reference books, etc.

2.1

2.1

i. State the topic in a sentence; paragraph, picture, etc. 2.2

j. Order events in a sequence

k. Determine the purpose for reading and use the reading skills
appropriate to the subject matter

.2.2

2.2

L'Evaluate information in terms `of their own experience

m. Identify materials suitable to their reading level &'purpose

2.3

2.4

,n. Synthesize information ad use it to predict possible outcomes 2.5

o. Draw inferences and mak generalizations 2.0

Discusdion:

The trustees as a gr up 'telt that the most important outcome was that

students "Read for enjoy ent and recreation" (a). Trustees indicated that

two word-identificaaldh kills, "Acquire a stock of words which are hnderstoOdi

immediately" (f) and "C nsult a dictionary regularly to determine word meanings",

(c) wire next in import nce. The least.important outcome, according to the
-,.

trustees, was "Draw inf rences and make generalization" (Awhich was considered

5

-

I'

).

a
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N 48.

to be generally between "Important" and "Of Moderate Importance". The range 1

of responses by the trustees was significantly smallehan the range for any

of the teacher groups. This may indicate that trustees are not familiar with

all the many varied outcomes of. the reading programme and, therefote, have some

difficulty differentiating among them, although they agree tha_xeading is

Important.

I

54
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C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

49.

le

a

Tie pattern of responses supportsZa reading programme with differing

emphasis at the three grade levels surveyed. This programme will be analyzed

in terms of comprehension, word identification and locating in0..Using informa7
1

Lion. Note that these result's are for B.C. teachers asa group and may not

apply to a speciflic teacher or school.

Comprehension r
The comprehension programme sequence-was generally seen to move from

understanding specifics to making inferences and judgeihents. 'This trend was,

clearly seen in the area Main Ideas, Table-3-3. The three groups surveyed

all indicated-th4 identifying main ideas was important, but for Grade I.'

Jeachers the main focus appeared to 4 on thetopic of a picture while forfr"
Grade 7 teachers the focus was on the topic of a paragraph. This pattern also

. holds trueln the areas of Details, Table 3-5, and Reasohing, Table 3-6. Recent

evidence showing the importance of having' students deal with larger thought

units from their earliest reading experiences should be provided and discussed

/'Among teachers. Way of building these higher level thinking activities may

need to be provided also.

T

Word Identification

The importance of phonics to Oade 1 and 3 teachers was evident; this

emphasis was so pronounced that it is not likely to change quickly. The

problems resulting from an overemphasis on phonics are now quite well known

and'should be made available to primary teachers. Teachers may need assist-

ance integrating phonics with meaning to avoid an overemphasis on phonics.

The range of responses frog Grade 7 teachers was considerably narrower

for the word identification skills thawresponsesirom Grades land 3. :this

may indicate less familiarity with the reading process and terminology or a

more balanced approach to teaching word identification skills; further .evidence

is needed to indicate which is more accurate.

53
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Locating and Psing_Information

S

50e t

Grade 7 teachers regard these outcomes as generally the most important in

the total readingprogramme. 111db:focus of the Grade 7 program is clearly od

reading for informa0.on.

D. INTERPRETATION AND IMPLICATIONS

/The author presents the following interpretations and implications as

they arise out of the findings and conclusions form this part of the

questionnairp:

$

a . 4
1. Considering the high ratings by primary tea for understanding specifics

and evidence from research for expansion of omprehension skills, primary

teachers should be provided with information regarding the importatce of -

.higher level thinking activities beginning with child's early reading
...

experiences. Suggested critical thinking a vit,ies may also be required:

2. Notin?the strong emphasis on develop' nt of skille,,eprimary teachers

should be provided with informatio egardlng problems which develop

with an overemphasis on phonics instructio9. Suggestions for integrating

word recognition with comprehension may also be required.
...

.

3. In light of-the narrow vied of word, attack by Grade 7. teachers, evidence

should be sought on whether or not Grade 7 teachers lack information.aikut

word identification or if they have balanced word identification programmes.

3,

4. Due to the narrow range.ofresponies to the goals by trustees, information 4

di upon t. various outcomes of the readinglprogramme,should be provided by

orustees to help them different oog the goals of reading.

5. Considering the views held by teachers and trustees on the nature and slope

of the' reading programme, teacher educate s should ensure that .pre-service

instruction in language arts reveals the'structure of the reading programme

aO.derf ified in this,report.

ly

a

t

v.
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CHAPTER 4

WRITTEN LANGUAGE

*77,

WRITTEN LANGUAGE

Uses written language fluently and effectively. Exhibits skill in the use

of various kinds of writing4narrative, descriptive, expository) for various

purposes and'in structure and unity. Shows concern for appropriate use of

the mechanics,of writing such as handwriting, spelling and punctuation.

O

-

A

5J

51.
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ABSTRACT.

I

52.

1

. While all,skills.lieted received support, the ratinlis of teachers at.

all three grade levels with respect:to written language would indicate an

emphasis on such fundamentals as the selection of.an appropriate topic, clear

structure, coherence and unity of.precision in the use of words and the use

of conventionalsunctuation. Legible handwriting and the desire to 'spell words

correctly .were strongly supported. The current move towards the stress in

fundamentals of writing is reflected in the judgements of teachere.

1k:

Trustees shared the opinions of Grade 7 teachfts with respect'to'the
4

high level of importance of hanchlriting and spelling skills. On the wholes

trustees indicated a strong support,for the basics of writing.

.

ORGANIZATION OR THE CHAPTER

The present chapter is divided into /several sections. Part A deals

with findings arising from rankings of instructional goals in, the context of

an ideal or future oriented programme. 'Ndiscussion accompanies the tables

presenting the data. Part B deals with learning outcomes according to trustees

who also ranked goals in written language with a future reference. Part C

deals with a summary and conclusion of the findings,.while Part D presents the

-interpretaXAons'and -implications pf the data in.this:chapter,--

The teacher saipple consisted of 1363 respondents or approximately 455

respondents in each oe'Grades 1, 3 and 7. All questions were fully answered

with a( less then 5Z no response rate. Approximately 450 subjects,. tberefpre,

responded to each item.



'' A. LEARNING OUTCOMES IN WRITTEN LANGUAGE IN AN "IDEAL" SETTING

Table 4-1 Mean Values*
Content

The pupil should be able to:

a. Choose a topic of appropriate

Gr .1 Gr.3 Gr.7

interest and st4e

b. Produce ideas fluently during
writing

1.8

1.9

1.8

1.8

1.9

-1:8

c. ManipulatWideas with originality 2.1 2.0 . 2.Q

d. Organize logically 1.8 '1.7 1.5

53:

*1. Essential 2. Important 3. Moderate Importance 4. Little Importance
5. No Importance . .

.,-
Discussion: .

Most responses having to do with the content of written expression were

judged at or near the :Important" categpry. riginality was judged to be

less' mportant than other subskills across three grade levels, while

logi al organization was judged to be more important, particularly in Grad 7.

fr

'JP
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Table 4-2 Mean Values
Vocabulary

1

St1.0ents shduld be able to:

Cr .1 Gr.3 Gr.7

a.

b.

Express ideas precisely

Use a wide variety of words

2.0 '1.9 1.7

c.

appropriately

Express concepts having broad

2.2 1.9 1.9

generality 2.7 2.5 2.3

d. UsSidiomacic expressions 3.4 3.1 2.8

Discussiont

The ability to express ideas through the precise and varied use of

words ranked highest in the vocabulary goals. Abstractness of terms and

theuse of idiomatic expression were in the "Of Moderate IMportance"
-/'

category. 4

_.

1

. ..

4 .....6 .

A
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Table 4-3 Mean Values
Style

Gr . 1 Gr.3 Gr.7 .

Students should be able to:

a. se stylptic devices appropriate to
the topi&and effective for the .

purpose in mind

b. Paragraph as a means of organizing
writing

c. Write,coherently and with unity

3;2 2.7 2.4

3.0 2.1 1.6

1.9 1.6 1.4

de"
Discussion:.

The findings for Style of writing varied greatly according to the

In Graded only'(0',\trade and particular sub-category being considered.

"coherence grid unity", was judged to be "Important". By Grade 7 all sub-

categories were of at least "moderate Importance". At 411 grade levels

coherence and unify were considered to' be the single most.imPortant aspect

of style.

A

.

:

tat

5
'
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Table 4-4 -Mean Values
Grammar'

56.

a.
Gr.1 Gr.3 Gr.7

Students should be,able to:

a. Vary word order to produce the
desired meaning

b. Expan4, co- ordinate and subordinate,

to produce a high density of
. .°

meaning
. 6

c. Produce simple and clear structure

2.8 2.3 1.9

3.4 2.8 2.5

1.6 1.4 1.4

Discussion:

r
_ e

Clear structure received very high ratings across all three grade levels.

The ratings for both density'.of meaning #b) and word order (a) increased in
0

ascending grade level althaigh density of meaning was considered only slightly

better than "Of Moderate Importance".
. .

I
O

r
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4 Table 4-5 Mean Values
Punctuation

v

Gr.1

Students should be able to:

a. Use the conventions of punctuation 2.0

kb. Understand.and use the inter-
relationships between punctuation
and intonation 2.6

Gr.3 Cr7

1.6 1.5

2.1 1.9

-t

Discussion:

57.

Punctuation as convention ranked in the "Important" range. The relation-

ships between intonation and punctuation were considered of increasing value

°Aft1;:k

in the higher rades. Respondents may, of course, have interpreted conventional 4

punctuation as imply the ability to use punctuation. '.-.

41



Table 4-6 Mean
Spelling

.

Students should be able to:

a. Learn to spell a basic, high
frequency spelling vocabulary

b: Understand the importance of
correct ppelling

c. Have the desire to spell correctly

d. Spell the words needed for writing
through an understanding of
spelling principles

.

Gr.1 Gr.3 Gr.7

1.8 1.5 .1.6

1.7 *1.6 1.7

1.6 ° 1.5 '1.5

4.e

1.8 1.7;

Discussion:
ow.

411 spelling skills were considered.to be in the "Important." category

or bitter. The ratings were relatively constant across grade levels.

58.
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Table 4-7 Mean Values
Handwriting

-1

',+- ..:*/

It

4.- Writes legibly

b. Writes easily

c: Writes with reasonable speed

d. Writes neatly and with
appropriate organization

Gr.l Gr.3 Gr.7

4.

1.3 1.3 1.4

1.7 .1.7 1.9

2.3 2.2 2.2

1.8 1.7 1.6

j
Discussion:

.
4

,

. ..
All handwriting skills received strong support in teachers' ratings

except perhaps for speed of writing. The ratings were consistent across all
... ..

grade leve14.

.

1

Y.

1
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B. TRUSTEES' OPINIONS

Table 4-8 Mean Value.
Trustees* Opinions about

Grade / Ailz.ittew Language

,

Cr, *7*

a. Choose topic and olganize logically 1.8

b. Express ideas precisely 2.2

..'

c. Write coherently and effectively' 1.q

d. Use stylistic devices . ,2.7

e. Spell frequently used words A 1.3

f. Write legibly, easily, neatly -= 1.7
,

g. Use and understand punctuation
.

1.6

Discussion:

..

Srustees shared the oginions of Grade 7 teachers with respect' to the

importance of handwriting and spelling. On'the whole, the two groups in-

dicated strong supporE for the basics of writing., '

do,

1 .

4

.60.
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C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The content, vocabulary, style and grammar of written language wire

viewed by the responding teachers in rather consistent ways across grade

"'levels. First, 'there tended to be a positive relationship between ratings

and grade level. Grade 1 teachers and to a lesser degree, Grade 3 teachers

were not prepared to stress the skills of written language to the same degree

as were their Grade 7 colleagues. Second, content, vocabulary, style aid

grammar were generally not rated as highly by teachers as were such basic

writing skills as punctuation, spelling and handwriting.
,

A.

4-1 Content: Clearly, originality was seen to be of iecondary.importance'in

the content of written languige. Logical organization, fluency, and the se-

lection of an appropriate top were considered to be of fundamental importance,

suggesting that teachers consider ability to use appropriate form and structure

to be more worthy of development than creativity.

4- 2-Vocabulary: Teachers at all three grade levels agreed on the importance of

precision and variety in the use of words in writing. Other vocabulary skills

which might be subsumed under the development of Heater abstractness or of

idiomatic expressions were judged to be of moderate importance or little

importance. Not unexpectedly, vocabulary' development and elfehment were seen

as highly necessary goals of a writing programme.

4-3 Style,: Teachers at all three grade levels considered coherence and unity

.to. be the fundamental stylistic attribute of written language. The judgements

with respect to paragraphing, as might be expected, increased dramatically with

grade level. -ARpropriateness never made a strong showing. Again, the findings
.

suggest that teachers have a real concern for matters of form in writing.

4-4 Grammar: While clear structure 17 undeniably importanNn written language,

the lack of support for density of meaning was somewhat surprising. From a

developmental point of view, syntactic density is an excellent measure of the

r

4



maturity of writing (Loban, 1963)*. Teachers

the e ect ich the use of language forms and

ihf motion e upon the quality of writing.

" stylistic s ills is not highly regarded.

62.

do not appear to be fully aware of

structures that are packed with

The importance of rhetorical or

-5 to 4-7 The Skills of Writing: A knowledge of the uses of punctuation was

considered of relatively high importance at all grade levels. Contrary to views

- 'expressed by curriculum authorities; a knowledge of punctuation and intonation

Was considered to be significantly leas'importast than a knowledge of the con-
.

ventional uses Of punctuation. _TO the degree that punctuation is logical, a
1 .

knowledge of intonation provides a knowledge orthe structure of thesystem, thus

the two shbluld have a similar regard from teachers.

The desire to. spell correctly was clearly the foundation of the selling

programme in the judgement:a teachers at all levels. The superiority of learning

to spell a basic list of words as oppoped to the development and application of

spelling priniiples was noted. This finding rude counter to opinions represented

in some current programmes.

A

No skill ja written language is considered as imartant as legibility

.of writing. Speed of writing is the only subskill not to be Judged "Important"

or better.

D..INTERPRETATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Tge authors present the following interpretations and implications as

they,arise out of the findings and tonclusions from this part of the_que;t1gnnaire.

1. Sim all skills listed received support from teachers and trustees,, they

should b "considered as'parc of the.curriculum for elementary schools in B.C.

Logical'o anization, °precision, coherence and unity, clear siructure, the

ability to se punctuatio , spelling and handwriting suggest clear teacher

prior ies. Course work n teacher education, curriculum guides and pupil

mater als'do t always r flect these priorities.

I

* Loban, W.,.The Language.of Elementary School Children, National Council of
Teachers of-NiTISh, 1963, Research Report No. 1:

66;
4

411111,
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2. As seen in the consistent emphasis byrespondehts upon basic or ftrdamental

skills in writing, greater s tress in the LanguageiArts curriculum should be

placed on the other more complex skills of writing as identified in this

report.

414
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CHAPTER 5

ELEMENTARY 'LANGUAGE ARTS: LITE'RATURE

LITERATURE

.1

6

Demonstrate _a wide familiarity with, and understanding df, the best in

literature of all types. Make useful associations between literature

and the world as it is expemimnced.
i

" 0

.1
4

4
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65.

Data based on questionnaires sent to teachers and trustees suggests

that all respondents perceived literature as a topic of importance.in a

modern language arts curriculum. Primary teachers perceived, the development

of a lovetf literature as a prime goal while intermediate teachers tended

to stress the development of reading proficiency. In general teachers were

not in favour of the analysis of literature and tended to prefer oral activi-

ties related to literature over any other form of expression. Some dis-

Crepancies between the attitudes of primary and upper-intermediate teachers,

were notld.

ORGANIZATION OF THE CHAPTER'

In this chapter data based on responses to thecolementary 'literature

questionnaire is presented in tabular form undes.the following headings:

Outcome of a Literature Programme in an "Meal Setting": Teachers -yen A;
a Outcome of a Literature Programme: Trustees - Part. Teachers' Attitudes

Regarding Children'S Responses to Literature - Part C; Understanding Literary

Structures - Part D'and Reacting to Literatqrsk=1/4Part E. After each table

there followsa discussion which draws the reitier's:Attention to tome of the

more significant results. A final summary -. art f,ollowed by some in-

tetpretations
and implications - Part G. .\

,

The literature questionnaire was administered to a random sample of

1,397 elementary school teachers across the provincA teaching it Grades

1 (443 teachers), 3 (421 teachers) and.7 (443 teachers).

Z .-- *f.C."--'4. `"=--
-2:iii;.17:.--Jss

"
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'A. OUTCOMES OF A LITERATURE PROGRAMME IN AN "D5E/el-SETTING: TEACH RS

.(
°

Table 5-1 Mean Values*
Application of 1)siterature Programme

The program will pcoddte a student
who will:

a. Become a proficient reader

b. Be able to make a wise choice
among the literature available.

c. Become more informed about the
social, historical and cultural
aspects of the world

d. Understand himself in relation
to others more readily '

e. Become more imaginative

414, koevelop a love for literatui*.e
0

Gr.1 Gr.3 Gr.7 .

1.7 1.7

1.8

2.2

1.8

1.9

1.4

1.8

1.5

2.0

2.0 2.0

1.8

2.2

2,0

*1. . Essential 2, Important 3. Moderate Importance
5. No importance

Discussion: .

4, Little Importance

66.

The respondents showed a consistency in their opinions regarding the

desired outcomes pf a literature programme with all daqcomes being given

fairly high ratings'by teachers at all three levels. Less thana of the

respondents chose to use the comments section which might be Oterpreted

to mean chat the optisins provided covered the range of possible
.*
tistcomes

. a

satisfactorily for more than 96% of the teachers answering the survey. How-

ever, tbelength of the questionnaire and the time pressure from other com-
.

mitments may have discouraged some teachers from the time-consuming proffdure

71

of formulating additional
4

written.co ents. Several of the comments that

were added stressed thew ole.qt the literature programme in fostering language,

reading readinesi and, reading abilitieV.,
.

The most general observation is the high rating awarded every ob-

jective. Almost every,one was rated either 1.0*"Essential" or 2.0 "Im-
.

porta*".1 Teachers at the Grade 7 level regarded reading proficiency (a)

ler
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as the most preferred outcome and were significantly more positive in

their endorsement than the primary teachers with regard to this option.

Grade 7 teachers were significantly less positive than the primary teachers

with regard to the idea that their students be able to make wise choices ,

iom available literature (b). Grade'l reachers were significantly less '*"*

positive than teachers at the Grade 3 and 7 levels about the capacityo

literature to inform their students about various aspects of the real;

worldoic). Grade f teachers were significantly less concerned than the ,

primary teachers. regarding the-role of.a-lixerAatdre programme in helping

children become more imaginative (el or divelop a love flliterature (f).

.

, 41,

67.

Perhaps the most significant. witkin- el65ibaeiTon. is.at'the:

Grasle 7 Level where teacherspdorsed 'Neceinisg' prOficient reader" W.I.:9

more 'strongly than "develop*a love.for.titqr4ture.:(i),

1
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B. LEARNING ,OUTCOMES OF A LITERATURE PROGRAMME IN AN "IDEAL' SETTING: TRUSTEES

Table 5-2 Mean Values

Trusteest.Ratings'of Objectives for a Successful Literature PrOgramme

The student will:

a. Develop an appreciatipn for literature. 2.1

b. Identify the theme of the story. 2.0

c. Retell the plot f the story, . 2.0

d. ,Express through riting, speaking or art how a
given piece of literatute-has affected them. 225

e. Dramatize an incident from a story. 3.2

Discussion: '

t

*

e Trustees tended to rate the goals of a literature programme quite

400 highly with mean scoCe$ falling generally between Amporiant" ind "01

Moderate ImOor.tancen. Appreciation (a), identification of theme (b) and

retelling the plot (cl were given the highest raCings while self-expression

was rated significantly lower - particularly dramatizaaliin (e). These

findings syggest that trustees favor development of. appreciation and know-e

ledge in lieerature.mote-than.individual or gioup°response to it.

\
.

et.

.

C

o

o

' 31.1k
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4 6. TEACAERtS ATTITUDES REGARDING CHILDREN'S RESPONSES TO LITERATURE

69.

Table 5-3 Percentages

Perkentages of Teachers1lAicsCing "Mosti.greement" with Statements Regarding
gebponses to Literature

111P,

a. Children will develop the
ability to'exorects verbally
how various pieces of literature
affects them:

b. Childreq will learn to express
in a variety of artistio ways-
the effect that literature has
on them.

c: Children ill develop,the
Capacity to express in a variety
of ways how literature affects
them.

d. The images and feelings created
by literature are usually too

. 4elicate for commutOcation and
children should rarely te asked

.f to express how various pieces of
literature'affect them. 1

e. Children will be able to
demonstrate their understanding
of thenieaning of a piece of
literature.

f. ExpreWkive activities related to
literature should be concerned
with determining whetheror not
a child has understood a given
piece of literature.

Gr.3 Gr.7

.

33.8 29.0 . 33.0

If;

45.4'

1,

6L.1 6 r

42.0

67.7

28.2

61.8

r
.k.1

..7,

1)

5.0 , 3.8 7.0

29.7 30.2 , .42.91.

14.2 16.2 16.0

DiscusSlon;

TAIAp 5-3 is derived from data based on a question that asked teachers

to indicate wn,ch two of the statements listbd tney agree with more. This

form orquestion was used for tw reasons' Such a question sa form of

; -

1

S

1
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for.deechoice and tends to provide a ggd basis for the xelative ranking

of options in contrast to.thd rating scale where it is possible to rate

everything in the same
I

way. Secondly the variation'in format was
. .

designed 'to provide some variety in the form of response.
. .

r
el! . a .

The most frequently endorsed option was "Children will develop .

the capacity to express in a vaOkety of/ways how literature a
- . .

affects the," (c), with little variation across geadeo. Activities in

the affective domain, "Children will develop the ability to express

'verbally how various'pieces of literaAure affect them" (a), abd "Children

wd.11 learn to express in a variety of artistic ways the effect that

literature has On them" (b) were endorsed by a minority of teachers but

were viewed relatively.more favourably than those that 1fell into the

cognitive domain "Childtren,00.11 be.able'to demonstrIte their understanding

of the meaning of a piece of literaturd" (e), and "Expressive activities
.

related to literatufp should be concerned.with determining whetter or not

a child has. understood a. given piece of literature" (f).
.
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D. UNDERSTANDING LITERARY STRUGfatS

Table 5-4. Mean Values*

Teacheri' Ratings of the Desired Understandingsto be 'Gained by-a Student
from a Story

i

The student will be "abletto:

. .

Gr.1
4

1Gr'.3 Gr.7

.

a. idenglik Xhe theme 2.2 1.9

V. Identify character portrayal 2.1 1.9 . I.8

c. Describe the setting,. 2.4 2.2 2.2

d. dive eximple4 of vivid- imagery. Ls . .2.6 2 ..5

e. Retell the plot of a given story 1.9 1.8 2.0

f. Identify moo 2.4 115 2.3 7. 2.4

*1. Esstntial 2.

*, No Importance

Discussion:'

Impottant 3. Moderate Importance

Teachers're

across grades. Two

phasis on plot from

.* character . portrayal

ratings by te,!hers.
4

71.
,

4. Littli4mportadte

tt

pones to this question varied quite considerably
1

rends were discernable. There
4

was,a decreasilig em-

Grades 1 - 7 and an increasing emphasis on theme and
.

Setting,"imagery and mood wetegiverprelatively low

at all grade 'levels. .

4 i-

Ir

4

4

r

.
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;
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E.IIREACTING TO LITERATURE

4
0 .

'Table 5-5 Mean Values

.72;

Teachers' Ratings for Various Means of Expression Related to Reictions to
Literature

0 f

O;

. . .

The student will express how a,.4
given piece of literature has '
affected him via:

Gr.1 Gr.3 Gr.7 1

uf

a.'Wtiting,e.g. write a plot summary. 3.0 2.4 2.1

b. Speaking, e.g. give oral
. .

description of main Character.

c. Drama, e.A. dramatize an
'incident from the story

1.9

'2.1

l.9

2.2 2.7

d. Art or.crafe, e.g. paint an
orierinal picture of some character
or/incident from the story. 1.9 2.0 2.8

.p
//Discussion:

f..

7
greater indorsemhnt by teachers at the Grade 3 and 7 levels. Drama was

. .

4.

The oak), form 'of expression given. across-the-board endorsement was

speaking. Art or craft was highly endorsed by primary teachers but was

given significantly less emphasis-by Grade 7 teachers. Writing was given

a relatively low rating at the Grade 1 level but was siren sigAigcantly

".

4

giyen'a relatively moderate rating with a significant decrease in emphasis

at the Grade 7. level.

Fl
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F. §1.44HAIALAND CONCLUSIONS

5-1 Application of a Literature Program: The results presented in

tTable5-1 stem to suggestthat the teachers st the Grade 7 revel hold a

somewhat more utilitarian view of a literattire programmeAhan do the primary

teachers in ,that they endorte to a significantly greater degree the idea that

a successful student "Become a proficient reader", and "Become more informed
e

about the social, hittorical and cultural aspects of the world". ConYersely,

they are significantly less positive regarding the less substantive outcomes

"Become more imaginative", and "Develop.a Me of literature". This con-

clusion tends to be supported by those teachers who added written comments.
.

Teachers at all grade leyels stressed that the prime goal of a literature

programme should be one of enjoyment and of fostering a positive attitude

'.towards reading.

Teachers at the Grade 1 level suggested that any "teaching" of litera-

ture could be detrimental. Teachers at Grade 3 and toa greater extenf

Grade 7 tended to lay somewhat greater stress on more analytical approaches

to literature. These discrepancies may be due in partite the difference in

the tasks faced by primary and intermediate teachers. in the primary grades,

programme ts primarily oral since

easily understand and enjoy through

programme iiresedts few problems. in

the intermediate grades the distinction between a literature programme and a

reading programme may, disappear since many teachtrs have the reasonable ex-

pectation that their students' primary access to literature will be through

reading. As a result the teacher may be faced with dif

reading proficiency which make it 'digficult or impossibl

students to read stories whose content is otherWise well s

particularly in Grade 1, the literature

most children cannot read what they can

listening. Consequently the literature
-r

ring levels of

or some of the

ted to their An-

terests, needs and maturity. Consequently, the teachers may tend to become

more preoccupied with reading proficiency than with the "higher" objectives.

The significant discrepancy between the primary and intermediate teachers

with regard to the, idea that children "be ahlk to make a wise choice among. the

literature available" may be of somA,concern:' if our educational system is

aimed atdevelop4qg serif - direction in our-atudentaytio are increasingly

voe

t..e
\.

ti
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OP make more independent decisions then the attitudes reflected in this option

are in reverse direction from that which would seem desirable.

..

4 4

5-2 Trustees' Ratings of Objectives: The results from; the trusteest

questionnaire presented in Table 5-2'cdincide quite well with.the tq0Chers'

opinions in that both appreciation of litarature and some analysis are en-

dossed. The relatively low ratings given by trustees to expressive abilities

related to literature appear a little anomalous. Apparently the. trustees

wish students to know about and enjoy literature but are less concerned witk.,,1

whether or not the students can express their idea about literatuie.
. .

The results presented in Table 1-1 (Chapter T) May help to-pat the

reiults of the percepttons of trustees related to the general goals of

Language ArtsiEnglish programme into perspective. In Table 1-1 where the

comparative ratings for the trustees' attitudes towards the ailor sub-

divisions oPthe Language Arts curriculum are presehted literature received

Al a rating. of (.7 which might be taken as an indication that the trustees did

not feel that literature was important. 'However, it ahould be noted that'

the data in Table 1-1 is based on ranking and not as in other tables on a ,

rating. With the addition o£ the information in Table 1-1 it is possible to

conclude that trustees see literature as lying somewherg between "Important"

and "Of Moderate Importance" and rather nearer the former` but that they'do

not see literature as important ad readingt, writing, listening or speaking.

5-3 Destted Understanding to be Gained from a. Story: The results

from Table 5-4 tended to confirm the-findings from the previous tables -

namely thV primary teachers generally reject

.There is an,inc.reasing aterest in analytical

grade level but even by Grade 7 the number of
. .

;is quite limited. -

any kind of literary anikftis.

procedures with an increase in

analytical procedures endoised

or
.

.

,
.

5-4 Means oft Expression Related to Reactions to Literature:4 The results

4 from Table 5-5 suggest that teachers would prefer to see 0 literature programme

that involved primarily oralactivtties. The importance Oven to writing in-
, . ,

A

74.
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creases with the giades while art, craft and drama tend to decrease after

Grade 3, The relative latk%of emphasis on writing as a means of reacting to

literature in the early Primary grades and its increasing importance there -

fter is predictable but the idea that dramatic and artistic expression are

valid means of communication in Grade 1 but less so at Grade 7 may be worthy

'bf further dtudy;

G. INTERPRETATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS .

The authors present the following Interpretations and ImplicatiOns

as they arise out of the findings end conclusions from this part of the

questionnaire:

1. In view "of teachers' opinions as they are reflected in Table 5-1, action

should be taken in the near future in tiie process of revising-th goals

of a literature,programme

2. Based on the data presented.in Table 5-1, and.if it is agreed that the

ability to make wise choices among literature available is'a facility which

grows witkage, then it may be worthwhile to initiate action designed to ,

convince'some Grade 7 teachers that they shout dintain the value system

established in the primary grades.

3. Based 'on the data in Table 5-1 and given that a love of literature is of:

fundamental import'ance in a'literature programme, action should be -initiated 0

75.

to change the Perceptions of Grade 7 teachers so that they will re-order their

relative attitudes towards having the program develop for students a love for .

literature and a proficiency it reeding.

4. Based on the data in Table 5-4 and if it is agreed that dramatic and artistic

means of expression are valid Ways of responding,to literature at_both the

primary and intermediate levels, it may be worthwhile to sake whatevr ea/ion

may be necessary to broaden the perceptions .of some upper intermediate teachers .

1

as to what constitutes a valid forin of restblog to literature.

4 1

1 f
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,lit

76.

5. Considering the data iireaen d in Table 5-5,.action should be taken in

the future to provide teachers wit guidance in developing a literature pro-
.

grampe, and this action should ensure that developing oral expressive activiti s

related to literature be featured strongly.

1.

.6

1
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. CHAPTER 6

r

SPEAKING

a

li

ORAL COMMUNICATION

1.-

4 I0 ee

... 3

......,

77.

C. .

*/

Uses appropriate voice and speech skills. Speaks with-fluency and

precision. Appreciates the relationship between speaking and listening.

Understands the effects of and uses a variety of techniques in oral communication:
e

LISTENING

'Comprehends fully and accurately in all listening behaviours. Evaluates

what is heard. Appreciates and enjoys listening experiences. Uses a variety

t(\
of levels in listening.
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ABSTRACT

Ira

, On the whole, there was`a remarkable degree of agreement among the

teachers at all levels, Grades 1, 3 and 7, as to the importance of skills.

The responses varied little from group to group. Where variation occurred

, it was in the more complex skill areas such as the development Of types'

and levels of speaking skills. Bere,'an upward evaluationwof tge skill

,.

78.

accompanied an increase in grade level taught by the respondent. This outcome °e1

was anticipated by the researcher and revealed the teac?Ierd! concern for

an evolving, 6p*al curriculum designed to meet the growing communication

needs of maturing children;

In the area of Speaking, teachers appeared to perceive the development

tf voice skills in somewhat superfkcialterms`, focussing on enunciation

rather than on the More complex skills of voice and speech characteristics.

Reacts to matters of usage in speaking suggest that accuracy is more

tharr richness and variation in expressi4eFluency and precision

in speaking were highly regarded by all respondents while the need to

develop variation in types aria leveler speaking was relatively poorly

regarded, espe&ally by, primary teachers. In considering the effects

of speaking and listening behaviour, teachers focussed on the i rtance

of verbal-language, giving a relatively minor role to the influe ce of
. .

nonverbal messages) Evaluation and application of spedch skills were

14 cdnsidered tohave a compalatively low priority suggesting that skill

application id not perceived to b
t as

important ps skill development.

In the area of Listening, teachers at the primary level were bighly

concerned with development ofisimple auditory discrimination skills (as in

phonics) while teachers at higher levels saw less need for such skills'

and more for the broader listening skills concerned with comprehension of

spoken messages. The general aren(of listening comprehension..ikills,
4

however, was ranked only as.being between "Important" and "Of Moderate.'
.

Importance", suggesting the view that.listening skills develop naturally. °

4,

, .1

e

4
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Trustees rated alfipeaking and(listening skills highly, with aimPl.,

more-conventional and informal g- a being rated more important than the

more complex and formal' objectives. In comparing ratings by-teachers

and trupees it'was found!that trustees rated 'those objectives they thought

important more highly than.did the teacheri.and those which were

considered less valuable they rated lower than did the-:teachers.. One

dotable difference in responie Was with regardtO auditory' discrimination.

For teachers this was a highly_ important objective; for
4
'trustees it was

the least imoiortaft.

AP

Implications arising from this portion of the report,focus on the

inclusion of the full range of objectives, as examined in the questionnaire,

a curriculum for B.C. Schools, Additional emphasis on the more complex

skills as well as suitable attention to a developmental sequence for the skills

are further foal points 11 the report. It was also considered important that .

both professional and lay persons be made fully aware of the nature,and scoce

of all aspects Of the language arts programme.

ORGANIZATION OF iNBCHAPTER''
0

This chapter is divided into severgl sections. Part It deals with

findings arising from Wacher rankings of.instructional goals in the

context of an ideal or future oriented programme. A discussion accompanies

the tables presenting the dtta, Part B (Aals with learning. outcomes

according to trustees who also ranked learning outcomes in oral communication

with a future reference. Part C deals th a summary'and conclusidprof

the findings, while Part D preaerthe
""interpretations

and implications

of the data in this chapter. The teacher sample consisted of an average of

425-respondent* in each of Grads 1, 3 and 7. ill questIOns were fully

answered, there b'aing fewer,thao 5% of the so is d'ot responding to any

item. The n for each item; therefore, was approxdthately 410:

0
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A. LEARNING OUTCOMES IN ORAL COMMUNICAMN IN AN*4IDEAL" SETTING: TEACHERS

. Table 6-1 , Mean Values*
Voice Skills.

.The pupil should: Gr. 1 3 7

a. Develop clear vunciatiom and
articulation.

b.. Develop pleasing voice quality.

c. Develop Affective and appropriate
voice characteristics.

. 1.6

2.1

2.3,

.1.6

2.1'

2.1

1.7

2,2

2.7

*1. Essential 2. Important 3., Moderate Importance 4. LittleImportance .

5. No Importance 0 1

4

Discussion:

.

%-esAfteee

. N. . . / 09 -0

iT 4. The respondents shaved remarkable agreement in ,their perception of.'

the importance of voice skills. Responses in this categoefof speech skills

'ere generalry in the "Important" position with the silbskill 'enunciation' N.

(a) being ranked highest at all grade levels. These findings reveal teachers'

seroseconcern for Infective voice skills. . '

V
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Table 6-2

4

p
Mean Values
Usage ;Ind' Dialect in Speaking

...

81.
..

The student ihould:

0

a. Appreciate cept source and
appropriatene g of dialect* in
speaking:

Develop appropriate usage** (appropriate
forms, vocaliukory agreement, etc.)

c. ctse variety in grammatical structures
(phrapes, clauses, -sentences)

Gr. 1 .3 7

-
.

.

2.7

1.8

2.3

'2.6

1.6

2.0
5

I

2.5

1.7'

1.9
. .. 4

-.,

A

Discussion:

,.

*

Usage and di"alett skills in speaking were consifred to be import"

by chers at all levels.'. On the ttree, subskills in this area the

Clot t of appropriate usage (b) was condeieclto be the most
'L.

"Essential" -and "Important" on tho, five

thi several subskilis in an area the leait

complex was rated as most important for. development (b). Skill's were

generally ranked highgr by teache4 at higher grade. levels'. slo.

... . a .
. t, i . - -

important, ranging bet
, .

'point, scale; Again,

I.

4

1.

4.

, r .4

.

I . 1
0

.4

, Regional variation in language' ,,

** Speech according tcycommunitation function or to social context.'"

. .., . 4 *r.04- .-% .1
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The student should:

I 4.

Table 6-3 Mean Values
- 'Fluency 4 Precision in Spea

'

a. Develop oral vocabulary.

m4)), Show Increase in fluency of oral

expression.

;45 Gr. Y

414
Organize /and present thoughts in a f

logical sequence.

d. Use original ideas and expliks them in.

original .ways..
,

Developiprecision and succinctness in ,

speeCh. q
,

,

.DTSc'ssion:.

82.

I

1.5

, 1.9

2,4*

1.4
t.

. 1.8'

.

2. ,`,.

.

ire

1.6'

1.8

2.1

0 *14 a
0. . .

The area.Of fluency and 1)recislon in speaking received one of the .

. .
.

4l.

8 three highett ratin4in oxal language skill development. Ali 'rat the

1 subskillk.with the exception piecision and succinctness in steech (e) fe''......'
.

I ,

were rated generally "Essentiar or` "Important" by most respondents to
..

the quostiohroire. .In this area it will be note that the full range of
... .

a 1*- '.

'vlbskills was highly reseed
:

suggesting full appreciation of the:significande,

.
of the. area.

A

0f

t
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Table &-4 keen Values
Types & Levels of Speaking

,

83:

The student' should:

a.1 Use appropriate level of formality '"
in speaking according to eontext of
the cojmunication (formal, informal,
etc.),

b. Adjusk type of speaking in tens .2f
function of speech (informational
emtional, etc.).

°

c. Adapt speee0 behaviour and organ ization
to nature of g ;oup situation (sice of
grOup, discussion vs. debate,'etc,.).

Gr. 1 3 7

Z2.8 2.7 2
o.
1
.1

2,7 2.5 2.2

2.8 2.5 *2.2

DiscussioT . e N
o ,

`This sA ill area recevedit.e lowest rating of the sReaking skills.being.

rated generally as "Important or "Of moderate importance". No single skill

stood out ap having, much greater or lesser importance; however, it mould
.

be note& that the importance of tnese skills moved upward in the higiler
.I, .

.
grade. levels. . . . '

.. .
.

.

le

4

.

8 ;"-is

.1

s

,

I

.
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Table 6-5 Mean Values .
Effect of Speaking 6 Lisaningi

es,

I

-

841

The student should:
f

.ta.. Use effective non-verbal skills (pacing,
emphasis, gesture, e tc. ) .

...-

b. Present thoughts in the most effective
manner (organization, emphasis, 'suspensi,

pr. 1, 3 7

/rate, etc.).
c. Develop increased sensityity to others

through sp:eaking.

2..6

2.0

2.2

1.9

1.9

'1.9.
-...

d. Appreciate' that speaking and listening
fire reciprocal activrties.. .1.6 15. 1.6

e. Show confide ce and pleastfre in° speaking, '.1.6 1.6 1.8

.1E. .linderstand t e-efkdt upotl -himself and
others Of -techniques in ORAL COMMUNICATION.. 2.1 L.9 .o

I "41

,

Disculsion:

The effect d'
generally, as rtana with some
to the subskills, tiorn-verbal skit
Moderate Importanie'', particularly
of the reciproad nature of. speaki

..in speakitut 4 'listen

. by acol2E 112 o die.

1,

.4

Oan '

.

:

&

neating upon others and listening upon self 'was ranka:i
markld'ahifts in emphasis in respect:

is (a) were considered only""Of
at the primary revel., while appreciAtion

rtit-afd listening (d) and confiden4

SY.

1

.1, 1
(e) were ranked in the "Essential" Category

. ..-spondentp 'at all 'Jewels. ,

'VA

,
. .

So,

.#

$
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Table 6-6 Me4n Values
Use of Seeech Skills*4

13) I

85.

The student should:
..s

, ".
Gr. 1 3 7

a. ,Use appropriate_skills\in preparing for a...Wising
(research, planning, Practice, etc.).

b. Else speech skills effectively in other Oreas
of the cbrric'ulum.

if. braraurlicite'phought and mood in oral,
- reading, choral speaking and dramatib
,..actpity. . °

1 ,'
40,-, ihotlw ability to abli4h appiopriate

criteria` foreVa uating speech.
e `apply appropriate critex ia to. evaluate own and others', speech. ,

Discussion:

..

3.0\

2.2

.

1.9

3.L

.3.0

2.4

2.0

,1.9

2;7

2.6

41..8.

1.9
p

2.1

215

2.3.

4'

%

11

, .

:0

' '
The use of speech -skills r;hceived an unexpectedly low overall.a . .

- rardini, ranging between,"Important" -and "Qf Aderate Importance". This1
'44 unexpected in that it would seem that applicition of ariy skill being,
ddvelope4"aboul4 receive a high priority. Howevii, a general,increase in

." importance of this speech area was reglatereci as eke grade level increased.
* ' . ..., . - .

' . W flithi the subskillsr the skills of preparing tv;t and evaluating specking,
..*. -. .ea, d, e)' were considerably -less important at thia primary than at the .. . .

J interme'diate levels. :lie siti.11 of commUtiiating thought and, mood Alkali (
..

oral activity (c) wasthe most highly regarded of the set by the primary
7 . ,

;4 taaLhers, graie prepaiing for and using skills (a7 6) was.the most important, '-. 4

for interraediart Aea.;:ners. r
,,.

0

o

a

.4 .

141
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e A

a
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Table 6-7 Mean Values
'Auditory:DiScrimination Skills

86.

Tlie studedt shbuldr,..

a. 11Mderstend and use different
pattansand types of sound
(phonemes, rhymes,intonalion,
articulation,. enunciation., tone,
volume etc.).

b. Adjust listening to a speaker's
voile and articulation and thq
acoustical conditions of the
listening experience ,.

Gr. 1 3 7

2.1 2,3 2.5

2.6 2.4 2.4

lw
Discussiom: .w

Deve lopment of auditory'discriminationskills was acategory rantd
. ,

diffirentially by teachers depending on sunkill and graile level. The simpler.e
so skill of understanding arid.using different patterns of sounds (a) was &nsidered

more important in Grade I than in either of the higher grades. The more complex

skill, adjusting to tlie speaker's voice (6), wasohowpver, cOnsdered.more im-

portant at Grades .3 and 7than at Grade 1. This finding. suggests Chat tqac4rs

set a developmental sequence in auditory discrimination skills.

V

,

it

O

t,
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:** 4

. 4.. N.

' '..-.If)
4

4
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Table 6-8 Mean Values
.Comprehension in Listening

87.

I

Thelstudent should:

.

a. Use Listening to gain information.

b. -Understand Ad follow oral discussion.

c: Develop and ute.basic listening
comprehension skills (e.g. main Idea,
details, sequence,'comparison,
relationships, evaluation, etc.).

.

d. Use context to determine unknown
meaning (verbal and non - verbal).

e. Compensate for speaker's verbal habits.

. f. Interpret verbal and non-verbal clues
to speaker's character.

Ask questions which help the speaker
say what heans.

h. Take notqs as an aid tolremembering.

i. Understanenon4erbal cluesto .\

meaning.

j, rdentify speaker's purpose.

c-
1.3 1.3 '1.4.

1.3 1.3 1.4
f.- c...

.

1.7" 1.6 1.6
..

116 1.9 .8 1.8

2.8 2:5 2.4,

3.0 2.7 2.5

2.4 2.2, 2.2

4.l, 3.4 2.3

..

Gr. 1 3

3.1 2.8 2.4

2,.7 2.3 148

. Discussion:
4o

.4. .

On he whore; ranked comprehension skills'in listening as only

"Important"' or "Of Moderate Importance" 7 a somewhat surprising inding in view

of the often expressed concern for lack of iiatenin$ comprehension among children

'in'the classroom. This was one skit category where, in some cases, a higher

p'elority was, assigned with an /acre in grade level. In the subskills, for

examplel,the more complex. skills such as "compensate for speaker's verbal

habits (e) and "Identify speaker's purpose" (J) were considered more important
.

4 at the higher grade feveth than at the lower levels. H;qiver, the simpler
.

. .

-listening skills such as "use listening to-`gain information" (a)and "under-

.etand andfollow oral discussion" W'weri considered to.haye a high priority

2.
.4 by all respondens. .

0

.

1

t
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Tatiie 6-9

The student should:

?
1

.

Mean Values
Evaluation in Listening

a. Receive alDrelevant information before
forming an opinion. '

b. Analyze and judge prOpoganda.

.c. Use criticalt listening techniques.'._

(e.g'. el/elate: material presented, style
of presentation, Impact, useof language,
retention by.audience, fact vs. opinion;
etc)

Discussionk'

The evaluati4 category produced a highly differential ranking as a
- A

function of sub till and gride level. As before, the simpler %kills were

ranked higher, e.g. ',receive information" (a) was ranked higher than either

"analyze and judge propaganda" (b or "use critical listening techniques" (c).

All skills were ranked h igher by the Grade 7 teachers_wi o rated the skills of
.

"evaluation in listeninghe "Essential" to "Important" ca tegorils while the

di

88.

44.1 .7

4 1.

2.4

3.3

3.2

2.4

2.7.

e7.

t.

1.

.

a

A

.primary teacher plated them in the "Iportant" to "OfModerste Importance"
V

categories. .

it
0,

. *"s.

ra,

4



Table 6-10
. ,

Mean Values
,Appreciation in Listening

/ .89.

A

t

-

The student should:

a-- Appreciate the relationship between
speaking end listening:

b. tbevelop awareness of aesthetic Aualities
of sounds, in language and music.

c. Enjoy oral literature and-drama.

d. Appreciate the Importance of listening
in communication an( leIrning.

e. Develop awareness , sensitivity, and
imagination through literature,
conversation and non-Verbal .sound
experiences.

Gr. 1 3 7.

1.7

2.1.

1.7

1.5

1.7

2.2

1.7

1.5

1.8

1.9

2.3

2.1

1.7

2.0

A

Disciassion:

"It somewhat different and unexpected pattern of responses occurred

in the category of Appreciation in Listening. Thi's category,

considered by curriculum authorities to be comprised of complex and

abstract listSing skills was .ranked higher in every instance by

the primary teachers than by the intermediate te,achers. Of the subskills,

the twoemphasi'zini more basic list4ning appreciation skills, i.e.,

"Appreciate relatismships between speaking and4istening " (a) and

"Appreciaceimportance of listening.in -communication and learning" (d)

were 'ranked highest by all respondents.

(J̀v

"A

1'
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/ Table 6-11 Mean Values -

Levellsand Usfge in Listening

4

90.

r

The student should:

a. Develop knowledge and u se of all levels
of listening (i.e. hearing corresponds
to word perception in reading, analysis
to recognize meaningful units,
association of meaning with words,
assimilation of words into total
spoken message, reaction - covert
or overt following eVarUati" o

'content, etc.).

b. Appreciate and accept source and
appropriateness of dialect.

c. Understand the appropriatenek:4
level of formality in speech.

4. Adapt listening behaviour to the purpose
for listening,

dr. 1 3

2.1 2.2 2.2

3.1 2.9 2.6

3.2 2.9 2.5

2.1 . 2,1 2.1

Discussion:

As a genual skills category, rankings placed this.area among the lower

of the oral communication skills with an overall ranking between "Important"

and "Of Moderate importance", As previously noted, there was evidence that the.

more complex.skills were considered to be more important at the higher grade

levels. This was shown by the higher rankings at the Grade 3 and 7 levels of

the subskills "appreciate and aceept.dialect" (b) and "understand level of

formality in speech" (c), Rankings of other, simpler and, more common skills,

showed a similar distribution at- all grade levels.

4

\
9 it

t

1
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Table .6-12 Mean Values
Memory in Listening

e

The student should:

a. Use short term memory for sounds and
lqng term memory for meanings.

b. Improve auditory memory.

Gr. 1 3 7

2.2

1,7

2.2

1.9

2.3

2.1

Discussion'.

in 'this category were generally consiNred "important" to

"Of Moderate Importance" with a somewhat lOwer priority rating being
" 1

.given by the teachers at higher grade levels. Of the two subskills the

one probably most familiar to teachers:i.e. "improve auditory memory" (b)

received the higher ranking, especiallyat the primary level.

S

ti

. -

e,
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B. LEARNING OUT6OMES ACCORDING TO SCHOOL TRUSTEES .

a

Table 6-13 ' Mean V4aes
Learning Outcomes - Trustee Questionnaire

The pupil should:

a. Enunciate cf ly and develop pleasing voice quality 101).2.1

b. Appreciate variation in,prononciation according to
regional and socialinfluences 1.0

c. Express thou0ghts fluently and logically

d. Use speech appropriate to circumstances in terms of
forma'ity and level 2:6

e. Use 'suitable speaking skills to present thoughts
effectively

I
otk,

1.5

2.3

f. Use appropriate skills in preparing for speaking and
use them in other aPeas '2.2

g. Understand ad use different patterns and types of sound

such as intonation and volume 3.0

Understand acid follow oral discussion 1.4

'Ask pertinent ques ions of the speaker 2.0

j. Listen and eva!uare information before forming an opinion 1.4

k. Appreciate Artve op awareness, sensitivity and

/imagination throu: listening to literature 6 conversation 2.1

Discussion:

All learniig outcomes were relatively highly regarded y their e

$
respondents. Their responses were generally in the catego. es "Essential" or

. ...,

Of Moderate Importance, with several of the. objectives being oblaously
.

"-

# ,. 1 ,
preferred ove)s the others. The most highly rated oa s were those relatively

ii,' 4

!))) Api, listenic4simple ones concerned with fluency (c), oral discussion nbilit

4"
AC:

:

ti

;
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1. 93.

prior to forming opinions (j). These senerally have to do with formal and

'informal discussion. Those next most important were more specific and complex

speaking and listening skills: enunciation (a), appropriateness of speech (d),

suitable skills (ei (f), ability to ask questions (i) and development of

awareness through listening (k). Those objectives least valued were ones

related to social and regional influences on speech (10 and titeof different .

patterns such as intonation and volume (g).

4

. .

.

r

t

4
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-, C. SVMHARY AND CONCLUSIONS l 4

On the whole, there was remarkable degree of agreemInt.among the

teachers at all leyels, Grades 1, 3 and 7, as, to the importance of skills.

The .responses varied .little from group to'group. . 41bere.variation occurred

it was in the more comjlex skill areas such as in the development of types

and levels of speaking skills. Here, as upward'evAuation of the skill

accompanied an increase in grade level of the-respondent. The author

anticipated that this outcome would -reveal the teachers' ccfcernfor an

evolving, spiral curriculum designed to meet the growing communication needs

of maturing children.

61-1 Voice Skills: Teachers appeared to pele.the development of

voice skills in somewhat superficial terms, focussing on enunciation rather

than the more complex skills of pleasing voice quality and effective voice

characteristics. These results may also be due to the desire among teachers

04 to insure development of certain simpler prerequisite Skills before procee0ing.

with more complex ones, of which these simpler skills are a part.

6-2 Usage and Dialect in Speaking:

of expression is considered by teachers

of richndss and variation in expression.'

These findings suggest that accuracy

to be more important than matters

Teachers at higher levels appear to

see greater value in developing a wider variety of skills in this category.

Here also, teachers tay be focussing on the need to develop simpler prerequisite

skills first.

6-3 Fluency and Precision in Speaking: Teachers generally believed
g %

fluency and precision, with respect to other subskills, to be of particularly

great importance in oral language deVelopment, a result one would expect of

classroom professionals.
4

Even so, fluency was perceived to be of significantly

greater importance than precision. This suggests that teachers are more con-

cerned with the amount rather than the quality of oral expression. This view

o

sr
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I

t
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*" .

is supported by evidence from language development studies which shows that
\., -.

'language learning moves from fluency to cohtrol1-

95.

6-4 Types and Levels.of Speaking: The-findings in..0tis section, when

paired with those in the.previous one, suggest that teachers pe;ceive oral .

.

katguage development in rather simplistic terms. They wish to focus more upon

development of accuracy and precision than upon development ofvariatton-in

the use of language. Were again, concern for prerequisite skill development lay'
. .

be the basis for these findings.

.07/
. .

6-5 Effect of Speaking aListening: The results in this area appear

to indicate a relative lack of'concern for any but verbal skill development which

suggests a strong desire to link speaking and listening and to make those activi7.

ties pleasuratae. Development of non verbal sVills warms viewed to be of secondary

consideration, suggegting that the importance of the nonverbal message system is

not fully understodd or appreciated by teachers.

ds , 11 4

6-6 Ust of Speech Skills: Thesetresults suggest a relative lack of emphasis

upon applying and evaluating speech skills, a circumstance not uncommon in many

crowded and ;'silent" classrooms. Greater stress might be placed on developing

and evaluating speech skills in `a functional setting.

6-7 Auditory Discrimination Skills: These fiadingS suggest tfiatprImary.

teachers are highly concerned.with developing children's listening skills

in the fine or'more limited elements of the phonological system of language,

i.e. phonics abilities, and less cyncerned with regard to the broader use of

listening skills to derive meaning from a speaker. Thissemphasis was reversed,.

at higher grade levels, showing developmental trend in.skill building.

Nts
1. C

1Loban, W.D. The language of elementary school children. -Champaign, Ill.:
.

National 'Council of Teachers of English, 19'63.

.
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6-8 Com rehension in Listening: Thes

teache s are generally vitally. conconcerned abo

t
.

hensid skills, they consider the d velopmen

generally only "Important" or "Of Moderate I

I

96.

indings indicate that, while

t ,children's listening compiv-
I

ol skills in this area as being

pbrtarce". This apparent inton-

. sistency may be reinforcement for the common y toeldview that listening skills

develop "natura.Iy" unlike reading skills whichihave to be learned through'a

seiluential'skillis,program. This interpretat

among all respAients that the less complex

t . portantl'than the more complex °As.
4a

k

1 I

I
.

1

6-9 Evaluation in Listening: The findi4S suggest that .teachers believe
1 , .

children are notlgenerally'able' or do not need t!o apply, except oft a limited
r

.onlis reinforced by the agreetent

alistening skills re.much morelim-

.'

basis, evaluative skills in listening until they reach the maturity .of the.
1. ,

intermediate grades. Again, these results may be seen as euidence of; the .
teachers' contetns for relevant skill.develornent in terms ol, pupil need, ability,

114 ad readiness. L valid as this view is from the standpoint of iealiiini theory .

it Quid also be n ied that all skills can be developed in a spiral fashion
n

and can thus be in roduced early in the curriculum.
liar . ... .

6-10 Appre iation in Listeniaw Conclusionsarisingfrom the,findinis in

this ar4a of lightening may be stated as 'f.olloWs4 Primary teacher*kappear tobe

significantly More concerned than intermediate teachers with.developing in

children a strongly affective response to listening tasks. The more elemental

tasks in a listening continue to be perceived as being more important thmm the more

complex -ones . The fitst of these coiclusions runs counter n6 the cpirgitly held

belief among educators!that it is e mole mature child rathet th'en the younger

"child who needs and is able to appreciate listening experience's Pethaps it is

the primary teachers' overriding concern fa the emotional state of die students

that resulted in the pattern of responses seen above. All'tiachers, flawever,

.

. ;

y.
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see the importance of a positive affective state in listening'

6-111kLeVels and/Usage in Listening: The evidence in this section points

to the developmental or s iral cozy/pt of curriculum held by many teachers

wherqn more comple( tasks are presented more fully as part of later learning

experiences. While significant differences exist among rankings of skills at

different grade,levels, these differences are in the logicaldirection, ie.
.

more complex skills are considered more important at the lowe;erade levels.

)/.

6-12 Memory in Listening: The findings suggest that while teachers s'e

a retlationship between listening and memory, the:relationship is held to be no

more than "Important" in the primary srsden and less so at the higher levels.

At the fOtrer levels it would appear that phonics skill developmeAt may make

memory a more important liAening skill that it is at the higher levels.

6-13 Learning Outcomes - Trustee Questionnaire: The restively high

rankings of'all learning outcomes was not unexpected in that'all it ms were

chosen from a bank of accepted learning outcomes for oral communic ion.

.

Simple, conventional,sand'informal goals were rated as being more

important than the more complex and formal objectives. This result suggests

that trustees see the oral communication programme in essential or basic terms.

97.
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98.1

.
, i

-
Relationships:between Rankings of Lear!! ng Outcomes by School Trusteed and Teichers 0

.

. Ad did the teachers, Atte tri

objectives of speaking and listen

ailltheso/goals had been selected

upon importance.

W 4 . d
-;

. . e
.

:,
:

. - .

tees_ saw importance in all it.4e1 , ..

ng. This tesle is understandable since

on th4 basis of their generally.agreed-,

.

The trustees, unlike .he teachets, rated the objectives both higher

and lower (See Tables (4 to 6-12). The ones they'thought important they

rated somewhat-higher than had the teachers and onversely for.thoie at the

other end oilthe scale. 'This result may be due to the biased sample..(471 of

'the possible respondents) and the less comprehensive view held
,
by lay peonle

ore total educational program. 6

-A

.Like theteachers, the trustees rated the simpler skills higher and

the More complex ones lower. This finding suggests a somewhat narrowly

focussed view OE the possible range of development in oral, communication.-
, ss;.

4

A noteworthy variation in responses was the instance where teachers

rated the development and use,of varying patterns of sounds such as in

auditory discrimination, tone and volume as the second highest goal,

while trustees rated this objective as the'least important one. This'

result swesis that teachers believe in the importance, of developing

specific speech and listening characteristics as building blocks to other

larger behaviors while lay. persons. do not perceive the importante of such

an analytical approaCh. Some variation in the wording of the statements

forth twe groups may also have produced response differences.

Variation in response al

Whileteachersconsidet:ed these

agreed upon the relative lack of

This suggests a greater emphasis

considered more basic in oral language development.

occurred in the area of usage and dialect.

kills to be at least "Important", trustees

importance of appropriate usage and dialect.

by trustees upon skills which might be

9

or

v

tx, .

1

0
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D. INTERPRETATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The author' presents the following interpretatiOns and implO.cations as
.

they arise out of the findings 4 conclUsions from this part of the questionnaire: , '

I

99.'

0,

. .

1. Because of their indicategtimportance ty teachers,. all learning outcome&
., _

identified in thelpresent questionnaire should be censideredas part of

, the standard curriculum for elementary schools in,British Columbia.

2. .In light Of the consistent emphasis by respondents upon simpler

e

skills;
.* f

there should be greater mphasis placed on.the importance of the more 4

complex skills in oral communication as identified id the findings of

6

,his report.

3. Because of the resulting focusion basic skill development, the relationship

between simple unitary skills of speaking and.liStehing and the more

global and unified behaviors in oral communication should be emphasized'

in a curriculum for elememtary schools.
.

4. In light of ehe developmental trenrseen-in ratings of skills, sequence

of skill development frOm primary to upper elementary should.genarally
.-

follow the pattern of priorities identified in the findings With some
,

greater emphasis on the more complex ska4s- irf thepriMarritades..

A S. Because of the indicated relative lack of emphaiis On;.elialuation of

. speech behaviors, oral communication skills should be evaluated'in a.

functional setting to determine how effective they'are for communication.,

61 As consistentlyhigh ratingswere.given to oral communication objectives,
11

.
the total language arts Pcurrialues sho'uld have oral communication

. adequately represented within its structuretY,
(r

7. In light of their narrow view of 'the scope ofrl. oral' cur'ricu'lum .

have
-

trustees and other lay persons should ha 0Ore comprehensive information

abdut oral coMhunicatien,skills. 4, :
8. Cpnsidering the vies 'held by eacheis and' trustees of the nature and

scope of oral communicaiidn, teacher edu4ors should ensure that pre-.
, .

.service instruction in language arts'reve$is the extent df, as tell as
...., ,

tlie relationships and priori ies among tatelehignts of the oral'
.1F .

As...

ocommunication programme as'i entifie4 ln'ithe; ndings'and conclusions.

\ fr/

k. .of this report:, 1.
)0 'it
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ABSTRACT

61.

The Secondary English/Language Arts Questionnaire contained a series

,. of Skills and Objectives which the teachers in Grades 8, 11 4,12 were asked

, to evaluate in terms of an ideal language programme.( Skills and abilities in
116

eight general areas were presented for evaluation. Each of. these areas -

critical awareness, writing, general literature, drama, poetry, prose,

'speahr4-and listening and reading -.contained from seven to sixteen learning

outcomes.

.All objectives in the queationnaireappeared to have considerable im-

portance in the teachers' minds. The repprt will, howeve4,identify the

discriiiinationt between the relative values of many oNeccives. The Ale-

criminetiooh are largely between degrees of high impbrt nce, since almost ,

all responses to all categories were either "Essential" "Important" pr "Of
L

Moderate ImPortance". That the teachers can and do disc nate to this

deg#ee suggests their concern for thei,r profession and for tbe r students.

The high degree of response to the Questionnaire in general also confirms
4

this observation,

However, the remarkable agreement over the value of these objectOes

for'Ill three grade levels does tend to suggest, especially In dealing with

literature, that perhaps more distinction shOuld be made between-$he objectives

at various levels. 'Mean values among the thtee levels rarely differed by more

than .4, and it.would seem that morecomplex and sophisticated skills Of criti-

ceJ or stylistic analysis that ght bemappropriate at the higher grades may

nut be receiving sufficient.e basis.. Moreover, the consistent emphasis at

all levels on relating literature to personal experience may lead.to the"

exclusion or de-emphasis of other literary 'appioaches which may also fulfil l

the aim of enjoyment.

a.

.1

e
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ORGANIZATION OF THE CHAPTER.

. Part A of this ohapter deals with the teachers' responses to and

evaluations of a series of specific ideal objectives in the major areas

of Language Arts/English instruction. Part B consists of the response s

of B.C. School Trustees .to a slightly modified version of Part A of the

questionnaire., Each of these parts contains a table f mean.values*-which

shows the general tendency of the responses; the sk is are generalW

g rouped with the obj9ctives that are identified as more important heading -,.

the table.- The "Discussion" which follows each table outlines in summary,

form the major trends in the data. Part C, "Summary and Conclusions",

contains the researchers' discussions of the main ideas suggested by the

data in each of the major areas surveyed, followed by some general observations.

Part Dconsists of specific interpretations deriving from Part.C; these

interpretations concern Secondary Language ArtstEnglish Learning Outcomes.

4It

The Secondary,Language Arts Questionnaire was sent to allteachers

at th e' Grade 8, .11 and 12 Levels; nearly ninety percent of the Questionnaires"

were returned completed. The total responses were 610 (87%) at the Grade 8

. lAv9, 350 (88%) at Grade 12, and 274 (90i) at Grade 12?

S

OS,

,* Thedata in each'of the tables in this chapter is reported on a value
scale of 4 through 5, the firs value representing chi highest. The
Questionnaires were designed 4IR teachers and trustees to select a
redponie to earl item as being: 1. Essential 2. Important 3. Q

Moderate Imp6t'tance 4. Of, Little Importance, or 5. Of No Importance.

'

*#.



A. LEARNING OUTCOMES INISECONDARY LANGUAGE.ARTS IN AN "IDEAL SETTING"

Table 7 -I Mean Values *
Critical Awareness

A student should be able to:

a..evaluate validity and retiabilityof

Gr.8 Gr.l1 Gr.l2 '

Sources of information 1.9 1.6 1.6

b. distinguish between report,
judgement, and inference ' 2.0 -7

A
1.6

...

c. recognize techniques of persuasion ,2.0 1.7 1.6 \1/4

d. perceive. slanted writing

e. distinguish between'connotatpn
and denotation

f. recognize quality in written and
spoken -word

g. have experience in all types of
communication-

2.2

2.2

2.0

1-,8

1.8

1.80

1;8

1:9 ''

1.6

1.7

1.8

2.0

'

* 1. Essential 2. Important 3. Moderate Importance 4. Little Importance

Discussion:'
5 No Importance

Tditchers'at

critical awareness

"1640ortane. Rore

103.

all grade levels generally, agreed upon the importance or
skills, since most responses wevt.either "Essential': or

sophisticated levels of critical awareness - such as

perceiving.slated writing (d) or recognizing the techniques of persuasion (c)

were deemed mote import& at the higher grade 'levels, whereas Grade 8 teachers

felt that experience in all types of ccamunication '(g) was the most significant
-

- .

.

.

aspect of their work in developing criticarawarene0awareness. Compared with other

areas, Mich as writing and reading,Grade 8 respondents, however, placed

slightly less emphaSiq on'this area.

e.

'

a

op

.1.

4.
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Table 7-2 . Han Values
Writing

.
Q;01.

Zr.il Gr.12

A student should be able to:

.a. write clearly and precsely
4

b.'display logical development and
organization

c. have an appropriate level of
vocabulary to deal with his material

d. write grammatically
.

e. spell correctly

f. display creativity and originality

g. pay attention to, handwriting and
eeneral appearance

h. write accurately with speed

1. tave aknowledge of grammatical terms

1.5

1 . 7

1.7

1.8'

.1.8

2.4

2.8

2.9

.

""

1.3

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

2.3

2.6

2.8

4

.

o
1.3.

1.

1.6

.1.6 .

1.8

2.3,/

2.6

30

r

a

Discussion:

4

104.

\d o

10/

"le

As might be expected, teachers at all levels agreed that. the ability

to write clearly and precisely (a) was the most essential skill in this

area; indeed, over 70% of Grade 11 and 12 teachers Identified this broad

skill as PEssentyl", one of the highest areas of agreement inthis section.

Organizilion (b) was the second most essential skill, although

,teacheir)placed marginally less emphasis on this technique anithe grade

Anappropriate vocabulary (c) and .the ability to write grammatically

(d) though not necessarily. with a knowiedge of aramiatical terms (i) - were

deemed Of importance, as was spelling (c). The need for creativity an' °vial-

nalicy (f) of ideas was considered important, but significantly below the it

five bailc.writing'skillsL curiousfy, this focus on ideas seemed to be of

- slightly less importar%e-in higher grades. Handwriting andgeneral,tp- .

pearance (g), writing accurately with speed (h), and a knowledge of grammatical

terms (i) were considered far less important skills. the latter especially,

being considered only "Of Moderate ImportanC14 at all levels.

,

N.

to

0
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Table 7-3 tiepn Values

Literature'

105.'

? .

.. Gr. 8 Gr. 11 Gr. 12
A stucilLshould be able to: VV

.
.

a. enjoy the r1ading of literature 1.8 1.3 1.5

b. relate literature to 'his own eX-

periences or environment 1.7 ° 1.7 1.6
..

. recognize the author's purpose 1.8 1.6 1.5

d. read widely inla 'number of genres 1.8

.e, evaluate a selection critically 2.2.

f, be aware of basic elements 2,0
. . .

g use literature as a source material
for dev&loping communication skills 2.3,

h. read intensively id a few works 2.6,

i recognize and discuss various genre4s
lt

2.6.

I, develop a critical vocabulary to
deal with literature' . 2.5

. . ,

k. identify he tone of a Selection 2.6

1. have a knowledge of the jeaeral
historical, background of the works

,
..or genre 3.1

----1-.8 ------- '

1.7 1.6

1.9 1.8

2.2 2.2,,

2.2
.

2.1

2.3 2.2

2.3 2.2

2.3 2.2 :

ial

2.6 2.6:

t.,

P.

Discussion:

.

Tenchers.ar all gralelevels seemed tq agree that primarily students

shelold enjoy theiCliterature (a) and that they...should learn to relate

' literature to their own experiences` and environment (b) - nearly half of

all respondents ranked this ability as "Essential". At thewsa time,itow-

ever, students should be encouraged ,to recognize the,author's purpose )

Likewise, teachers favored wide exposure to a number of works and'genres (d),

ratheE than intensive reading ifi a few works (ii). Intense critical evaluation

of-works (e) was deemed more important at higher grade levels, although even . ,

ft
.

there critical aspects suckas,formal terminology (j).- including the identi-

fication of genre (i), and historical background ,(1) were ranked generally as---

!'Iiportant" or "Of moderate Importance-"; . .

F.; ,r
. t

0

I
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Table 7-4 Mean Values
Drama

106.

Gr.8

.

Gr.11 Gr.12

A student should be able to:

a. analyze character and motivation

b. analyze plays for meaning or theme. 2.5*

c. visual stage movements and action 2.5

d. relate to the play to develop his
own character and potential

14

2.6

e. read E1 part convincingly

f. analyze dramatic technique

g. apply conventional terms of
literary Criticism

h. analyze plays in their historical
context

I

i. write his own dramatic piece,

Discussion:

1.8 1.8

1.9 1.8

2.5, '2.5

.

2.6 2.6

2.5 2.7 2.9

3:0 2.5

3.1' 2.7 2.6

I. / .

3.4 3:0 3.0"

3.0 3.3 3.5

All skills in this section were ranked as eorfsiderably leg& important

than those dealing with other literary genres; most rankings, indied,,mere

either "Important" or "Of Moderate Importance". Analyzing plays for meaning..

0), character egd motive (a) were deemed most important at all three levels,

and were considered slightly more important'in the upper gtades. etermdning

thy historical context 06) and writing original dramatic pieces (i) were cor6::,

sidered of less importance than obi-let skills. Involving sIdents in.the

physical action of a play - by reading a hart (e) or'hy visualizin. the staae

action (c) - ranged generally mid-way betweent"Important" and "Of Moderate

Importance" but tending toward the latter rarikiig.
k

6

t

p

t

i.
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Table 7-5 Mean Values ,

,Poetry

A student?should be able to:

a. enjoy the material

b. be exposed to a wide range of ketry

c. telate poetry to his own attitudes
and valdes

. ,

d. comprehend the Main theme' nd ideas

e. receive empaureto the best poetry

f. learn. to improveehis own vocabulary

g. read a poem orally

h. analyze poetic techniques

i. be,aware of culturdl and historical
backgrounds

j: write his own poetry

Gr.8 Gra]: dr.12

.

1.4 .1.6 1.6

1,6 1,7 1.7

.

1.7 1.7 1.7

:1.8 1.6 1,6

.2.3_ _ 2.1
_ . ...._

2.0

2:3 2.2 2:3

2,5 2,6

3%0\ 3.7

.2.8

2.6

2. 2,6 2.5:1

2.7 3,2

107.

2

Discussion

Rankings of skills involving.poetry tended to follow the patterns of

the general literature skills, with vying the material (a), comprehending

the main Nemo (d) ,`being exposed to a ide range (b),. and relating the.poems

to the student's own attitudes (c) being ranked "Essentiall by nearly fifty

per cenf of the respondents at each grade level. Again, the more formal

critical skills seemed to receive less emphasis although they were deemed

slightly more importans at the higher grade levels, Again, too, direct.in-

volvement through reading aloud (g) or writipg original poems (j) was con-
. 4

sidered of less importance, especiallygoin Grade ,12;:

A

I

.r

, or

111

0
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Table 7-6 Mean Values
Prose t.

Gr.8 Gr.11 Gr.I2

A student should be able to:

a. comprehend the teral meaning

' b. enjoy the material

c., understand the main theme(s)

d. receive wide exposure to good prose

e. relate selections to his own
experiences

1.5

1.5

1.8

1.7

1.3

1.7

1.5

1:7

1.3

-1.7

1.4 ,

1.7 '

1.7 1.8 17 .

I-.9 -1--% 1-.8---2.1

2.0 2.0 1 2.0

2.3 2.1 2.1

2.5 2.3 2.2

2.8 2.4 2.3

3.0 2.7 2.5

3.0

,

.

- 2.8 1(
.
2.7

---,
. f. analyze motive and character

p

g. use the material to lead to oral
or written work

h. abstrict factual material.

i. be aware of the genre involved .z

j. be aware of the writer's style

''.k. criticize technical aspects

backgrounds
1. have a knowledge of the historical

Discussion:

Responses in this section also followed the pattern of the other%

sections on literature, with perhaps more agreement at each, of the grade

levels. More emphasis was placid on comprehending the literal meaning and

main ideas oia prose selection (a), but wide exposure (d), en oyment (by,

and connection with a student's own experiences (e) were all g nerally
.

ranked between'"tssential" and "Important" as was outcode (c), underitanding:

the main theme. Less importance was' attached to more critical aspits of *.

analysis such as genre (1),_style (j), and historical background (1), all Of

which skills were ranked.near the level of "Of Moderate Importance".

.)

A'

- -
7
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Table 7-7 Mean Values
Speaking and Listening

7
1

109.

:
Gr.8 Gr:ll Gr 12

1_

1.3 1.4 1.4.'

1.7 1.5 : 1.5

1.7 1:6 1.6

1.7 1.7 . 1.7

1.7 '1.7. 1.7

1.8 1.6 ' 1.7

1.8 1.8 1.8

.
4, .

1.9 ' 2.0

2.1 2.1 2.0

2.3 2.1 2.1

2.8 2.9 3.1

3.1 3.1 3.2.

A student should be able to:

a. follow directions

b: listen critically(by questioning
or hallelsing unclear points)

c. phrasp a qqestion or make a statement
Nearly

- dzlave a vocabulary appropriate to his
''grade level

e. ase conteix to construe meaning

f. understand and follow lectures and
. discussioni .

. .. .

,g. have a reading vocabulary-approprAte
to material

h. take useful notes from written or
oral.material 2.2

.. paraphrase accurately material.
delivered orally

f. paraphrase a written argument

k. read poetry and drama aloud with
feeling

1. give a formal speech

Discussion.:

While most speaking and listening' skills, save those of formal'.

speeches (1) and reading poetry and drama aloud (k), were ranked

''Essential" or "Important ", .more emphasis at all grade levels,was perhaps

given to:listening than to speakirli. The ability to 'follow directions (a)

was considered ehe most essential,qpit emphasis Was allo pu uponappropriate
a.

vocabulary '(d) and.upon the clear avauliirtImof_questions and statements (c)..

Paraphrasing wrAten and oral material (i),and taking notes- h) were ranked.'

as "Important", bat less so than the,ikills p-reviously noted. Teachers at

all grade Irels were consistent in their ratings of these skills.

,v.t, 4,

1



o Table 778 Mean Values ,

Reading
1.

D

a

A

A student should be able to:

a. use the dictionary effectively

Is. comprehend at the literal level

c. follow fiCections as part of study
-skills

Gr.8

d. use book parts (contents, index, etc.)
as part of study skills 1.7

e. use context clues to derive meaning -

oof new words or 1.6

f. have a large slight vocabulary 1.8
, e

g. use the library fn: specific content s

areas 1.9

h. adjust readino rate to suit purpose
and nature a the material 1.9

.

i. comprehend at the ielprential level ' 2.0

j. use phonics skills to pronodnce
.

new words - o 1.9

k.
,
use appropriate organizing skills a 2.3

1. comprehend ai the/critical level 2.4
4 .

M. use structural analysis to under-
stand new words

n. differentiate between informational '

and narrative material so as to use
appropriate skills to deal with each,. 2.3

c$, use references-in specific content
areas for research 2.3

p. use graphic aids ',2.5

Gr.11 s -Gr.12

,

.

1.4

1.4

1.5

1.7

1.7

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.7

2.0

1.8

2.0

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.5

.

)
7

,

1.4-

X;61

1.7

1.7

1.)

1.7

1.7

1.7

2.0

, ,

i
2;2 ,

2.0

2.0

216

Discussion:

o

. .
, . . . .

Teachers'at.all three levels agieed remarkably on the importance of
.

the listed reading skills; eight}. to ninety per cenp
/
of the respondents rated

skills (i) 'to (o) as either."essential" or "Importint". The abilities to use

the dictionary effectively (a), to follow directions (c), and to comprehend at
I I.

A ' the literal level (b) were deemed the most essential, whereas responses to
I

(

basic research skills, involving references and the library (g), (o), Clusteied

arotind the "Important" ranking. Coitprehensioit at the inferential and critical
_.,

I
,

Are'

.
.

t , -
...

1, II 4
,. /, .

l
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4. Little Impor(:::e

r"

. .

levels (A) and (1) weredonsidered more ,important at the higher grvie levels,

while.conceetration on phonics skills (j), vocabulary (f), and coneextual
4.

analysis (e).rimained consistently high,- .,TIke use of vaphic aids (p) seemed

of less importance.. than any other reading ability.

1

B. LEARNING OUTCOMES ACCORDING TO SCH OL TRUSTEES

, Some'228 trustees (a response rate of 46%) answered a slightly modifiedtrustees

version of Part VIII.of the Questionnaire to express their opinions on the

Ideal-learning outcomes,for a student completing Grade 12. Trustees-were asked`
. -

to respond "in terms of the knowledge, skills and attitudes th are needed

,

by these students, in order to further their individual develop t and con-
-

tribure,to society in general." Tables 7-9a to 7i4e below, iidicate.the mean,

responses in the major areas of ;concern. The objectives are rankedin order

of decreasing importance according to the trustees' responses; tile Grad4 12

teachers' responses are included for comparison,

a

Table 70=2a .Mean Velues*
Critical Awareness

Students should,be able to:
/

a. assess validity and reliability df information
sources '

AP
b. perceive slanted or biased writing

sa
Trustees a.12

c.

d.

e.

distinguisfi

inference

participate

distinguish

between report, judgement and

in all types of communication

betweerVimplied and literal
meanings

f. recognize'the techriiques of persuasiori

g. recognize quality.in the spoken'and printed
word

1.6, 1.6

1,6 1.6

1.7 1.5

1.7 2.0

*1. Essential 2. Important 3. Moderate Importance

S. No Importance

1.8

2.0,

1.7

-'1.6 _

,
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Table 7 -9b Mean Values
Writing .0..e

Students should be ible.to:

a. express themselves clearly and precisely

b. write grammatically

c. spell.cortect4r.

d. display logical development and organization

e, use vocabulary,of an. appropriaee level

f. write legiblyand`neatly

g..write accurately with speed

h. ,define gsammatila-terms

i. display creativity and originality

Trustees ,Gr.12

44r

- Table 7-9c Me0 Values
Literature

1.3 1.3

1.6

1.6 1,8

1.7 1.4

118 1.6

2.1 2.6 (-

2.3 2.6

-370
2.5 2.3 .

t .

Students should be able to;
'ce

,

Trustees Gr,12

a..en)oy the reading of literature 1.9' , -1.5

b, use literature as background material for

developing communication skills 2.1 42

c. read widely in a number of literary styles
and types c). , 2.1 1.8.,

dl recognize the author's purpose . 2.2 1.5

e. evaluate a selection critically 2.3 1.6

N. f. 'recognize basic elements 2.4 1.8

g. understand the general historical background -, 2.6 2.6

h. develop a vocabulary suitable for literary
criticism

#

i. recognize and discuss various types of
--literature- ----- -- ..- -- __A ./._

2.8

2.8:

(-2Y

_ 2.2_

'2.1

. 1.6

--

3. read intensively in a few works

k. relate literature to personal experiences

112

I

.

-4

-

14



-,,..i ,.
a. undersact-nnd,. follow lectures and

discussions ...

b.. follow directions

cl Ohr"age a question oisstatemene cl-11:
. . .

-,.a. listen "critically" .' 1.6 Li5

e. take useful notes from written or oral material

f. paraphrase accurately oral material 0 k.8 2.0

g. discern meanings of wogs ribmti -ir-grretelitifrPeo --a .7
h. paraphrase 'a wfiitten argtunen t , ..

i. present a formal 'speech



1.7

.

Table 7-g9e Mean Values
-leading

Students shoultbe able to
a .

a. written directions'

b. use the dictionary effectively-
..

,sc. dse.the library effectively for
individual, research

41..
d.'use the library effActively for enjoyment

gr.* 1

Trustees - Gr.12-
6

: fig.
.

0.
1.6

,1.4

1.5, "' A . 7

-1: 6

114. .\)

I

e, develop a large vocabulary which they
irecogilize on sight

f. use appropriate Ovgaeiring skills,

-1,.use.--tables:of-coritenti.ind4x0, appendixes

-
14,

1.7

h. comprehend literal meanings

i. determinn'tbe purpose for reading and use
the reading skills.appropriate to the subject

jOcomOrehend material sufficiently to offer
criticism

*1 use phonics skills to pronounce ..tew words

1.8

1.9

1.9

.r.9 4

1. adjust reading rate to,suit pUrpope and nature
of material

'21. apply structural analysis to,. understand

neleords

'n. derive .the meaning of new words from context

o. comprehend ady implied meaning

p. use graphicaids such as film` slides and .

photos to complemEht their.reading 21,9 `Qt. 2

''2.9

1.7

.Discussion:

0 °

e
.

. ,- ., .6 k.`.

. In.general, the trustbm respohses followed dleislAmEmatterns as the
d .

Grade 12 teacher-replies in dealing. with basic skills. o>' dritical Awareness'.
.-, , 1

Writing, Reading, Speaking, and Listening; variation :tended toward trustees
. -

giving a higher rating to basic skills than to more...complex* sophisticated.

abilities. In Critical Aarenesk (9a), trustees gp."e:Disi bmphasig to the
.

flif tversuastekTimeternial-riranimf-

nd "Importan t". likewise, in the

with teacher& odthe essential abilVty

aticarly; they alsogave sliglitli more
, . -

--e'
--t-

recognition of quality oi-ZI-rechnique

'411 other skills between "Essential " a

agreed

4.ramm

Writing section (9b),.trustees

tetwrite clearly, precisely, a

=

4*.

1 /6

to
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importance than the teachers to the knowledge of grammatical terms, hand-

' writing and general appearance, spelling, and writing accurately with speed,

although both groups agreed that these were of secondary importance gederally. '

.....,,la the area of Making and Listening- (9 , the% 'trustee, also agreed

.

generally with Grade 12 teachers, but e'again place more on basic

"practical" Walls, such as understanding and follow g lectures, taking notes,
/,---4-,

and presenting a formal speech.
.

Likewise,responses'in the Reading area were

very similar, with only minimal differences in the ratings of skill areas;

only marginally less enphasis was given to deriving meanings from context or

comprehending the literal meaning of selections, and slightly more emphasis

was accorded to,ithe use of the;library.

. '
ot 4

, , a

As for Literature (9c), however, the trustees responses differed cow- ,...-..

. .

giderafily from Cose of the teachers as well as from their.oft in the other

4/1

..

areas: they Att ched lAss impottance in general to litararystudy. Except for
, ._

such student goals as enjoyiiig literatureolost responies in the general area
. .

$

fell either in the "importane' or "Of Moderate!Impoitance" categ6ries. Per-.

haps the mos si t difference, however, was.I.1 relating Itteraturn,,to
..1..

perbonal ) raeed'"Qf Moderate Importan'ce".by trusteegiput between
-,.

"Essenti 1" and l'Imp tent" by'tiaihers. Y

( ,

r
. .

K..

.'r'
C. S RY1 AND C CLUSIONS

This section examines -the findings of the data in thcmajorsections of;-.
.

.Parts A and-B. It offers explanations for the major trends noted, as well as,

idea* suggested by the overall patterns of the responses...Such discussion forms

the basis of the Recommendations of Part D.
,,..,,.

...-'-
..

(7-1) -Ciiticar Awareness: The fostering of:critictl awareness was

. deemed'an important 'part of the secondary-English programme at all grade
C

levels. The movement from general expose re in the earlie 'grades to more
. ,

specific enalysis seems appropriate to the devel6ping.cri ical abilities of

students Webey move on to the higher grades. Certainly the ability to recog-

- nize qbality in written and spoken language should be constantly
'

.througheueLinguage Arts teaching.

11-3
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(7-2) Writing' The goals were clearly oriented toward clarity of ex-
.

pression, although A nowledge of formal grammar was not regarded as a

necessary colicomita t s1 Such emphasis on olarity seems most approriate

and suggests that te. .0, 41177re concerned with the basic nature of writing -
, 4

Clear communication ver such mechanical skills as handwriting and speed.

There may be a danger, however, that in focussing on technical means 'of

411,
improving-and developing clarity,', teachers. may neglect to encourage creativity

and originality of ideas--the quality of the-content of.expression.

. (7-3) Literature: Again, there was considerable agreement on the

most important aspects of.the 'teaching of literature, and again the more

critical and anegyti,cal skills were deemed more important at the higher grade

levels. The - completely consistent responses at all grade levels conceding

relating literature to the student's own experience raises the question of a

possible narrow response to literature: students may become so accustomed to .

relating literary works to personal values and experiences that they fail ta

see tow such worki can broaden that Experience; students should be encouraged

l'to react to literature-objectively (i.e. critically) as well as subjectively.

a

(7-4) Drama, (7-5) Poetry and (7-6) Prose: The conclusions in'specific

areas of literature Are much the same as those for the section on literature

in general.. The responses to drama soittept, besides a lack of importance

attached to the form, a possible. lack of training in or exposure to it;*

low rankings of the goals suggest

other foyms of written literature

drama, possibly by extending its

that teachers may be treating it much like

. More tie should perhe2aZbe devoted to

range to include films and televisiOn. More

emphasis should perhaps be placed on active involvement on the part of,students*

especially at the higher grades, to balance that given to critical reading and

*In Pact I of the
less than pe
drama (24.9
65-72% in

Questionnaire, which dealt with teachers' geiteral backgrounds,
cent of the respondents indicated training in the area of

Grade 8, 38.6% at Grade 11:37.6% at Grade 12), compared with.
omposition and 90-98% in English literature.

010
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analysis of the printed worms. Responses to,tize poetry section gave more

importance to dealing withpoetry than with drama, but again moreinvolve-

ment in theapecial nature of poetry - reading aloud a nd writing original

poems - mlght'be encouraged at the upper levels.** If, as research has shown,

a studentes interest in poetry4declines as he progresses through the'school

system, it may be because it becomes something merely to read and,to analyze

rather than to participate in. Students must.redognize that literature, thou

it is language, need not merely be printed, it may, also be, oral.

(7-7) Speaking, (7-81 Listening and Reading: Teachers agreed on the

importance of basic skills in speaking and listening, especially those most

useful to the "classroom experience". More emphasis on formal practice in

oral work might be beneficial, especially in the uppqr grades. Basic reading

and research skills were also deemed. important at all three grade levels;

more emphasis might be put onWorking

photographs, tables) Howe4er, since

that are perhaps more integrfed with

with graphic aids 0) research (slides,
,

these two areas concern general skills

the other areas than treat as separated

units of instruction, the analysis of the "Instructional Piactic " section Ofe

the Questionnaire will probably be more useful in determining specific

recomkendationsin these two areas. '

Relatiollshins between Rankings of Learning Outcomes by School Trustees

and Teadhers: Predict'ably$ trustees responses tended tc,emphasile the "basic

skills" .taf reading, writing, speaking snd listening, without much discrimination,

between these and more specialized abilities - most of these'basic skills were

ranked as "Essential" or "Important" by a large percentage.of respondents;

teachers tensed to shOw more discrimination among the various skills. The
. -

lesser concern for the study of literature suggests 'the pogsibiliti, of conflict

between the two groups over appropriate aims, such that it might be necessary
4

for teatheraand,others to promote the importance of the study of Iiteratdre

among the pane. .

4
**

See Tart III: Instructional Practices (Poetry and Orama)pin the next phase
of this report.

.
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D. INTERPRETATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
40

k

118.

4

The authors present the following interpretations and outcomes:

-implications as they arise out of the findings and conclusions from this

part of the questionnaire. ' . .
-. .. ,

.

. , . .

.

.

1. Since the tMjority of teacheri ranked all the listed outcomes as,
being either "Essential", "Important" or "Of Moderate Importance", it seems

..-

clear that the Questionnairehas defined basic desirable skills that students

shodld 'poiIess at different grade levels -- thus +911 learning outcomes identi-
,..

. Lied 1p
..

thisQuestio)7naire(should be included In the Secondaiy Language Arts

Curriculum. These skills 6145=11 be ranked according to primary and second:.

ary importance at each. rade level. The relative evaluations could be used as
. .

a general guide, buE Curriculum-dommitteesshould'ensure that distinctions he-
1

tWgen.emphasesAt different levels are clear, so that scudents not only develop

more sophisticated skills but kiow that they are doing solthere wibe a feeling
,t .

. ,

bein communicated tostudedts of a lack of distinction between or progress in

* guawArts'% skills as the students move through the secondary grades). Stare-

menu -d 4-)-Attempt to, deal with this idea..
. .

.

2. Due to relatively low -rankings for pirticipation in

.

literature, reater
.

.. -. ,

. ., strep should be laid upon active involvement in literature - the writing iind"

.

5
speaking 6X poetry and drama - and upon critical analysis and historical back-

,:
. grounds as means of increasing 4koyment, especially_ in'the upper grades.

3.'Since most teachers agree ah the importance of the students' learning. in

to enjoy literatUre, the relatively 164 emphasis given' to matters of critical

analysis and historicai background suggests that teachers see them as what:fa

41aere esoteriepursuits. However, the teaching of literature through involvement

Aad crltical.illalysis with the aidrof increasing the reader's enjoyment, rather

than of only perpetuating academic formulas, should stimulate creativity and.

undersjaoding to the benefit of both pupil and teacher, thus:

J P

a. Siresi should.be pltced on the importance of literature as the

1)14edam/mg. of one experience by increasing the knowledge of

otHer Dimes; places and peoples.

e

it

I.

b

4

41,
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b. Stress should be placed on the importance of quality and

originality of ideas as well as clarity and precision in

'student writing.

c. Ecttion of teachers should emphasize the importance of

literature not merely as written'ianguage but as living

language to be heard and spoken as well as read; this

goal could be achieved by emphasizing the sensuous,aif
.

ferdnces (the visual nature of drama, for instance, and

the oral 4ature of poe4ry) in literature and by involving

the teacher/student in more direct partidipation in reading,

writing and listening skills associated with literature.

4. In view of the high

stress should be given to the

ing skills, especially at the

'r
rankings accorded to speech and reading,

necessity for expanding speaking and read

upper grade levels.

5. Considering the relatively low importance trustees attached to

.literature, the importance and validity of the study.of literisiture at the

secondary level should be re- =affirmed for trustees and other lay public.

1444..


